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'Editorial: Future-celebrates 15th Anniversary
It was 15 years ago today that a
band of students published the first
issue of what was to become the
Future newspaper.
Hundreds of
thousands of working hours and
millions of words later, it seems appropriate to take a look at what must
be considered one of UCF's longest
standing traditions.
There was no Future on Oct. 7,
1968, but then there was no UCF
either. The school was FTU and the
paper was as yet unnamed so the
banner F.TU??? flew above the front
page. A contest was held and Orlando
insurance salesman H. Gorden Robbins submitted the name FuTUre
because it seemed to go along with the
university's motto "Reach for the
Stars.,, As Robbins wri_tes in his en-

try published on Nov. 15, 1968, "We
live in the present, by the past, but for
the future.''
A decade and a half later it still
seems an appropriate foundation to
build a student newspaper upon
When this staff works endless hours
to produce this paper we aren't just
working for our futures or the Future,
we are working for the betterment of
UCF. We work to improve conditions
at UCF by casting the public eye on
the thoughts, events and actions that
shape the educational experience of
more than 15,000 people.
We write about university landfills
that mar the environment and about
overcrowded conditions that effect the,
quality of education
We do stories about the campus

radio station that supports a format
hers of this ~per hve nothing t.o ~
that is largely unpopular with the
gain by maligning the university we will
students that make the station's
graduate from.
As journalists,
existence possible. We write about
however, we have the responsibility to
the college of Arts and Sciences-the
speak out when we feel something is
largest· on the cam.pus-which is so
wrong. It is this conviction that
broke that it can't afford telephones
helped us earn an All-American
in all of its professor's offices.
rating from the Associated College
These issues aren't P9Pular ones
Press.
and they certainly don't make UCF
This newspaper is the product pf
"look good" but ignoring these · more than the idealism of a pack of
problems or sugarcoating them isn't
would-be journalists. It is the comgoing to make them go away. The
bined effort of a group of diverse innewspaper is often , criticized for not
dividuals who get little recognition for
promoting UCF's interests and hurIt is Bob Kodzis , ·
their fine work.
ting its image.
We ask, what
delivery man, and Karen Hancock, ·
good is an image if it is a false image?
production worker, and their colleagues
Let's work together to deal with these
that help bring the Future to
issues and then move on to the higher
pursuits of education The staff mem- ______________ Edi
_ Urial, page 4
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FUTURE
UCF's award-winning student newspaper
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OThe original Future, see special
pullout center section.
OEncore is gone. "After the News"
beginstoday.Pagell
OUCF-BCC rivalry heating up, see
Sportsweek, page 21
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Standards upped
for new admissions
by Cindi Milam
Future news

UCF's admission requirements will be changing
over the next three years to
upgrade the university's
quality of education, according to Dr. John Bush, director of admissions.
By 1986, UCF will require
an applying freshman to have
had 16 units of academic
courses in high school, a score
of 900 on the Scholastic
Apptitude Test with no less
than 400 for each subscore or
a score of 21 on the American
College Test, and a grade
point average of 2.6 or higher
on a 4.0 scale.
UCF's
current
requirements are 14 units of
academic courses in high
school, 900 on the SA'r test
and 19 on the ACT.
Bush said the 16 units of
academic courses that UCF

will 'require and which the
state set are: fow' credits of
mathematics, three credits of
natural science, two credits of
social science and three
academic-oriented electives.
Bush added, "The Board of
Regents and Board of Education are also working toward
a foreign language requirement within the state."
Overall, UCF has set its ad~
mission standard higher than
state minimum to keep enrollment controlled. The i tate
currently requires 840 on the
SAT, a 2.5 GPA and 17 on the
ACT.
According to Bush, the
University of Flo:r;ida and
UCF have the highest admission requirements in the state
Pam Glmson/Future
and have much higher requirements than many states
David Brenner's soldout homecoming concert packed the UCF Gym to capacity Sept. ~O. See
in the nations.
page
11 for an interview and review.
"We are a lot more like

Brenner

UCF,page4

Protempore
process commences
by Roger Simmons
News editor

UCF's student senate met
Tuesday to begin its sixteenth session and opened
nominations for the post of
pro tempore, the second most
powerful position in the
senate.
Senators Cindy Spraker,
Stuart James, Susan Arline,
Monty Knox and John Gill
were nominated by members
of the senate for the pro ternpore job. James later declined
the nomination.

According to senate
statutes, the nominations will
remain open for another week,
and voting will take place in
two weeks.
Vice President Stan
Halbert also announced his
appointments of acting chairman to the senate's six committees.
Sen. Stuart James- was
named acting chairman of the
Organizations and appropriation
and Finance committee; Sen.
Mary MacArthur was ap·
Senate, page ti

Halbert upset with Tubbs veto
by Roger Simmons
News editor

A veto of the student
senate's rules and procedures
bill has created a controversary within UCF' s student
government.
Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice
president of student affairs,
vetoed the senate bill after
the judicial council ruled part
of the bill unconstitutional.
The council said that a section in the bill which stated
the vice president could appoint his legislative and executive advisers was unconstitutional. The council
said the present constitution
states that only the president
could make such appointments.

Student Body Vice President Stan Halbert said that
Tubbs should not have waited
for the council to decide the
constitutionality of the bill
before he vetoed it.
"I think that the act
(Tubbs' veto) went _a gainst
the basis of student government procedure, which was
based on the U.S. Constitution,'' Halbert said.
According to Halbert, the
idea of judicial review is that
the judicial branch of government rules on the constitutionality of a bill after it ·
becomes law: He says that.
Tubbs' veto of the bill
because part · of it was unconstit.u tional should not be
valid.

Halbert also complains that
Tubbs did not take action on
the bill in the time he was
allotted. Under SG statutes
Tubbs has three weeks in
which to sign or veto a bill
given to him. Halbert said he
sent Tubbs the bill on Aug.
24. It was vetoed on Sept. 26,
well over the three week limit.
For Tubbs to keep the bill
in his office waiting for a decision by the judicial council
and then veto it after his time
to take action had expired
"warps the. system," Halbert
said.
Tubbs says that he did not
go over his allotted time. The
bill was originally vetoed by
Veto,page4

·
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Friday~briefing~~~~~~~~~~~~-h-~-~-~-~-r7-,ffi-~
·News beat
Honor Society membership offered
The UCF Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa, a national honor
society, will accept nominations for membership from interested students. The society is dedicated to collegiate leaders
and. will base acceptance on scholarship, soGiai, service,
religious activities and campus government, journalism,
speech, and mass media, creati~e and performing arts and
athletics.
Studen.t s can get nomination forms in ADM 282 through
Oct. 7.

Lamar to ad~ crime and law
Orange County Sheriff Lawson Lamar .will be the guest
speaker for Lambda Epsilon Chi, the UCF Students of
·Jurisprudence, on Monday Oct. 10.
Lamar will speak on topics concerning crime, law and what
they mean to students. The program is scheduled for 11 a.m. in
the Student Center Auditorium.
For more information, contact Bill Hardman at (305) A bee keeper tends to his hives along University Boulevard.
275-4803.
A look at contemporary college life in America.

Busy as a

I I

I

Cameus close-ue

Discussion of monetary policies set
Dr. Barry Bosworth of the Brookings Institution at
Washington D.C. will speak Qn the "Conflicts in Monetary and
Fiscal Policy" on Oct. 12, 10:30-11:30 a.m. in the Administration Board Room.
Boxing
Tournament
The office · of the Phillips. Scheneck-Chair and the American
Canceled--After
canceling a
Private Enterprise are the sponsors of the program. The public is
boxing
tournament
for safety
invited to attend.
reasons, the Colorado U Diver·
-sity administration agreed to ·
partially reimburse its sponEngl~sh artist to give free concert
sors. The spring Boxing
Smoker, sponsored by the CU
Sheila Walsh, an English contemporary Christian artist, will · Veteran's Association, was
give a free concert Oct. 13 at the UCF Gym.
canceled after a student was
· The concert is free, but tickets are required. Tickets are seriously injured while train·
available at the Student Center Main Desk and the University ing for the event. The vets say
Bookstore. The concert is slated for 7:30 p.m. and is titled the cancellation cost them
over $10,000. After three
"War of Love."
months of negotiation, CU
agreed to reimburse about
for bills incurred, staff
Smokey Mountain/ Ocala trips offered $8,500
time spent planning and an·
ticipa ted revenue.
The Florida Trail Association is offering backpacking trips
to the Smokey Mountains and Ocala National Forest in October and November. Interested students can attend a
"D~llas" Ewings Help
. meeting concerning the hiking and canoeing activities on Oct.
SMU ·· Jock Ewings fictional
13, 7:30 · 9p.m. at 210 Packwood Ave. in Maitland.
fortune will actu~lly help

•••

some Southern Methodist
University students get
through school. Ewing, the
late patriarch of the TV
drama, "Dallas," was
honored with · a fictional
scholarship during an episode
of the show last year. Since
seve.r al students actually ap·
plied for the non-existent
award, SMU president
Donald Shields was inspired
to ask Lorimar Productions,
which produces "Dallas," to
·create a real scholarship. The
result: a new $2,500 annual
award for TV, film or communication students.

/

Gator brings trouble for UF
-- An alligator bite prompted
a University of Florida student to sue the state and the
UF Board of Regents. Chris
Palumbo lost use of his right
arm after he was mauled by
an alligator while swimming
in Lake Wauberg, a UF
recreational facility. His suit
claims state and UF officials
knew alligators were in the
Crime doesn't pay for lake but failed to warn swim·
school - Four Dillard Univer- mers of the danger.
sity students were arrested
recently for armed robbery of
a service station and bakery
near campus. As least one of
Note-taking service banned
the four claimed the profits of
-~ A note-selling service was
the theft were intended to pay
shut down by University of
rising costs of attending colMiami campus officials there.
lege.

•••

• ••

People in the news

..
nm Barto/Future
Zeta T Al ha' "W. . th p 00h "
Delta Delta Delta and Sigma Alpha Epsilon's "A Day at the Laundromat."
au P s
mme e
•
The following were winners · and Inter-Hall council, third place; Association of Interna- first place; Dick Pfost, 60, seduring various competitions place.
tional Students, second place; cond place.
Sorority class: Zeta Tau Lamda Chi Alpha, third
Low Gross: Mark Eason,
held during Homecoming
73, first place; Earl Curry, 77,
Week:
Alpha, fir-st place; Alpha Chi place.
Parade Floats
Omega, second place; and Pi
UCF Almuni 4th Annual second place.
Threshold Run
Small Group: Kappa Sigma Beta Phi, third place.
Duffer's Delight Goll Tourna·
Large Group Category: ment
- One Mile Team Relay Race:
Fraternity, first place; Black
Student Union, second place; Delta, Delta, Delta, --first --Low -Net: Mike Smith, 58, Fraternities: Sigma Alpha

Tim BortolFuiUre

Epsilon, first place; Delta Tau
Del ta, second place; Sigma
Chi, third place.

Soro~i ties: Alpha Chi
Omega, first place; Delta,
Delta, Delta, second place; Pi
Beta Phi, third place.
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Black colleges in a buzz over 1984 elections
by Helen Cordes
College Press Service

Baton Rouge, La.
If the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson
decides to run for president
next year, there may be no
better place to announce it
than any one of the nation's
. 114 historically black colleges.
At the nation's largest
black campus, the university
of the District of Columbia,
for
example,
''I
can
guarantee you that 90 to 99
percent of the students would
vote for him,'' promises Warr en Green, president of
UDC's student government.
A 15,000 UDC block vote
would be no small potatoes,
especially in view of how a
switch of a mere 150 votes in
each voting district would
have reversed even the
Reagan landslide of 1980.
But of even more
significance is the extraordinary enthusiasm for a black
presidential candidacy on
many campuses, where
apathy and student unwillingness to vote ultimately
wrecked the ambitious college
registration drives of
Eugene McCarthy, Bobby
Kennedy and George
McGovern in years past.
Nowhere, moreover, has
student participation in
presidential politics been
thinner than on black campuses.
But things have changed.
Just last week, for instance:
At Southern University in
1Baton Rouge, student Vice
President Myron Hubbard

led an effort that included an
Isley Brothers concert, shut-·
tie buses and candlelight
parades. In the end, it helped
register some 5,000 students
to vote, well over half the
university's student body.

Organization of Black College
and University Students.
_ "When Jesse Jackson
spoke here on August 29th,"
he recalls, "he took three
busloads -- 200 students -- to
be registered. When he spoke

fashion show.
"We. figure we'll get people
to sign up while everybody's
relaxed and having fun''
reasons student President
Reginald Blount.
To build a fire under them,
Blount also brought in Dr.
Arthur Thomas of Central
State in Wilberforce, Ohio, to
· speak about ''Why A Black
Should Run For President."
Thomas is also a member of
the Rev. Jackson's support
committee.

_

But much of last week's fervor and the events planned
for coming months are for the
idea of a black candidacy,
regardless of who the eventual candidate might be.
Students also mentioned

Georgia state Sen. Julian
Bond, Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young and Washington,
D.C. House Delegate Walter
Fauntroy as candidates.
"Voter registration is the
only thing Jesse Jackson is
trying to promote,'' Hubbard
contends. "Rev. Jackson is
fully aware there are other
blacks more competent and
qualified for a presidential
race.''
But it is clearly Jackson
who
is
leading
the
phenomenon, which perhaps
can be best compared to last
spring' s Chicago mayoral
campaign, in which a candidate -- then-Congressman
Harold Washington -- was
picked by a · grassroots black
Jackson, page 5

EVERYBODY'S HAIR
At Xavier University in at Jackson State, he took two
New Orleans, the week includ- .busloads_down."
ed voter ..registration block
"There's a power in knowparties, lapel stickers, a '' seing
we elected a black mayor
cond Une parade" - · an old
just
recently," Southern's
New Orleans custom in which
Hubb~d
explains. "It's haprevelers march in a raucous
pening
all
over, and it's exparade with a band -- and
citing."
radio disk jockeys offering
At Tuskegee Institute in
prizes to people who
Alabama,
organizers last
registered.
week held voter registration
"We're really . going to activities with its traditional
. pump it,'' promises Craig Mardi Gras festival, which inShelton, Xavier student presi- cluded the time-honored pep
dent and head of the National rally, masquerade ball and

SPECIAL
Love Style Cut
$5.99
No Appoin~ment ·Necessary
789 Highway 17-92 /.Fern Park, Fl
(305) 331-4779

YOU are welcome at the First
Baptist Church Of Oviedo
5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
WILLIAM R. MARR, D. MIN., .
PASTOR

365.3484

Worship
8:30 am, 11:00 am, & 7:00 pm
College & Career Bible Study
. 9:45am

r-------------------~~------·

FREE MOVIE .

7:30

ADMIT ONE

9:45

soe Beer on Thursday Night
With UCF l.D.
In the month of October watch for

National Lampoon's Vacation
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1
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Trading Places
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CaU 331~111 For Information
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OUTDOOR FESTIVAL

~

featuring

JERRY LE~ LEWIS
LACY J. DAL TON
ED BRUCE &
THE TENNESSEE COWBOY BAND
·JAMES & MICHAEL YOUNGER
SAWYER BROWN
PLUS: AS AN ADDED ATTRACTION:

COLOSSAL
~
- FIREWORKS ~
SPECTAC·ULAR!
SATURDAY - OCTOBER 15th
1 :00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
(Box office opens at 10:00 a.m.)

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL SELECT-0-SEAT
TICKET OUTLETS ALONG WITH MANY MAJOR
BUSINESSES IN YOUR TOWN .
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 695-2016

reintroduced in the senate
without the section found un·
constitutional.
However, Halbert says that
a bill will be introduced to
amend the constitution so
that the vice president can
legally appoint his known ad·
visers.

you every Friday. It's advertising representatives like
Wendy Meer and John Englert
who, along with ~ group of
talented coworkers sell the
Future to advertisers so the
UCF community can be better
informed. This is the nameless
staff that makes the editors
look good every Friday. It is to
those people that we dedicate
this issue.

Finally, we extend a salute to
the staff of the first paper,
where ever they_ may be.
ITU??? has been reprinted 'in
this issue and we hope the
university community can be
proud of the progress
the Future had made since that
founding issue.
We are proud of UCF and we
are honored to be serving its
best interests. We look for-

ward to doing so for mp.ny
more years.

H

_q
"VISA

l

FRIJIT
.
I
~ -- F/IJT;DXN!b
- · f.

.~
-

., ~'

Michael E. Griffin
for the Editorial Board

NEGLECT
CAN KILL,TOO.

IT JUST TAKES

A UTILE LONGER.

I

MmterCard

·

Ch ild abuse in 111ost minds is
synony111ous wilh baucn:d children. But the awful fact is that
thous<\nds of pmcnt s arc abus. ing their children by leaving
them alone. It's called neglect,
and it can mean a lack of love
as well as a lack of food, clothing and shelter. And just as in
the other forms of child abusephysical. !iCXual and emotional
-it can and ol"tcn does result
in death. Each year one 111illion
children feel the puin of child
abuse needlessly. Needlessly
because it can be prevented if
you help .

677-5558
e48 HOUR KODAK SLIDE PROCESSING
e AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL FINISHING AVAILABLE
eFILM PROCESSING AS FAST AS YOU NEED IT
eCAMERA REPAIRS
e FULL LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC DISPLAY PRODUCTS:
mats, frames.
·• professional print display preparation: mounting,
texturizing, and spraying.

4603 West Colonial Drive.
Orlando Florida
TICKETS
sgo·i Ad\(ance - s11° 0 at the Gate

started," Tubbs said.
As for waiting for the
judicial council to rule on the
constitutionality of the bill
and before he took action,
Tubbs said it is the "normal
procedure" for a bill not to be
signed if it is known to be unconstitutional.
Halbert says that the rules
and procedures bill will be

I

CENTRAL FLORIDA
·FAIRGROUNDS

. I

Student Body President
Mark Ge,ary on July 29.
Tubbs was given the bill after
Halbert protested Geary's
veto to the judicial council,
which later ruled on the president's action on Sept. 15.
When the judicial council
ruled Geary's veto invalid,
"technically, that's the day
my three weeks would have

I

' r'

I

Abused children are
helpless.
. Unless you help.

Member: Professional Photographic Society of Central Florida
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Jackson-~~---~~~~~--------_:__--~---~-"---~--~&omp~ea
there, PUSH -- People United try to register a "rainbow" of
To · Serve Humanity, the black, Hispanic and white
educational and motivational students.
group Jackson founded and
Last month, supporters did still heads -- is planning an exJackson, who has coyly
form a Jesse Jackson tensive college tour for later
turned away questions about ·
Presidential Advisory Com- in the fall.
his candidacy, is bound to
mittee, and 125 black
leave students hanging durclergymen recently organized
The 100-campus tour, says
ing his tour. Xavier's Shelton
a Draft Jackson committee.
PUSH spokesman Frank
recalls Jackson at the national PUSH convention
And while Jackson himself
is currently in Europe Watkins from PUSH's several months ago "saying
registering U.S. servicemen Chicago headquarters, will everything a candidate would

political movement that
began as a voter registration
drive tied to no one politician.

r-----------~--------------I

UCF---&om.pagel :
I

.,.

selective private school," I
Bush said.
Bush said that the 16
credits to be required will not
affect its enrollment because
"this .is a Board of Regents
and Department of Education
change, and the high schools
will respond" by improving
their curricula.
Although many minority
students may not meet the
new admission requirements,
Bush said, the university can
use an exception rule
established by the Board of
Regents. This rule lets the
university admit no more that
10 percent of the projected
freshman class as exceptions.
UCF is required by a
federal judge's order to admit
enough minority students by
1985 to make up 8. 7 percent ••
I
of the student population.

PERSONALIZEO
CAR CARE
Complet~

saying now is not the time.
But if not now, when? And if
not Jesse, who?"

say. We were all on the edge
of our seats. The crowd was
chanting 'Run, Jesse, Run.'
He said everything but... but
he didn't say it," Shelton
chuckles.

Shelton believes Jackson's
appeal is broad. "He's talking
in terms of oppressed people,
. who are more than just
blacks. That includes women,
people of color and poor white
men. That could create quite a
coalition."

"A lot of students here (at
Southern) feel very good
abou't a possible Jackson bid,"
adds student President Cleo
Fields. "They are definitely
ready (or it."
Agrees Shelton, "The time
is now for a black president.
They said the time wasn't
right for Frederick Douglass
in the late 1800s. They're still

"No question about it,"
observes UDC's Green,
''black folks will vote for
blacks. We've been oppressed
for so long. To have that hope
-- finally, a black president -it's very powerful."

Auto Detailing
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Brain Power Pacs .
Longevit~y Pacs
Body-Building Pacs
Super Energy Capsules
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Thursday Night
"College Night"
FEATURING

:
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• 54: Beer 9:00·10:00P.M.
50·4' Draft $ 1.00 Drinks all Night
Premier state-of-the art video system witt:i the
best top 40 video music
4315 N. Orange Blossom Tr.,
• Tasteful Grooming Required
1/4 Mile South of Lee Rd.
(No T-Shirts of torn ·ean
You Mu.st Be 19- Valid State 1.0. Required.

Open: llam to 7pm
Closed Sunday
275-0350

.---------,
J OnePack
I
I Rol~ing Papers:

lwith this couponl
I
·
I

I
I
I___________
.
I
One per customer
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Rec1 ·Cross

is counting
on you.

$-$$ PART TIME $$$
© Opportunity to b~ild an
employment record.
© Gain valuable job
experience.
©Two shifts (10·2), (5·9)
© ~o selling • Set appoint·
ments for reprsentatives.
© Tra~ning program available
© ALTAMONTE Springs area

FOR Interview Call
331-0066
Co.l orado
Prime
Inc.

Member of Chamber
of Commerce and
Better Business
Bureau (Orlando and
Seminole Counties.)

pointed acting head of the
Student Services committee;
S~n. Susan Arline will be ac-·
ting chairwoman of the Elections and Appointments committee; Sen. Monty Knox was
named as acting chairman for
Legislative, Judicial and
Rules committee; Sen. Luci
Johnson was appointed acting chairwoman for the
Public Relations committee;
and Sen. Cindy Spraker was
named acting chairwoman of
the Travel, Clubs and
Organizations committee.
After speeches by UCF
President Trevor Colbourn,
Vice President· of Academic
Affairs, Dr. Leslie Ellis,

Halbert and Student Body ''the official alcoholic
President Mark Geary, the . beverage of the Future.
senate got to work.
In other senat.e news
The body unanimously
The special election for the
passed a resolution re- seats that candidates were
questing that the Florida disqualified from will be held
Legislature take action to Tuesday and Wednesday.
restore funding to the stat.e Deadline for filing is today.
universities' libraries.
As of press time .t hese can·
Halbert remarked in debate didates had announced their
that it was ironic that UCF intentions: arts and sciences
had a new library addition, seat 1, Lisa Salloum;
but that "150 shelves are engineering seat 1, Pete Martin and Walter Stuhldreher;
bare."
The senate also passed a engineering seat 3, Tim Al
resolution congratulating the brecht; and business seat l,
Future on its 15 years of ser- David Rokes.
vice to the UCF community.
As of press time there were
The ·Resolution also no candidates for business
declared Michelob beer as seat 5.

UNIVERSITY OF .CENTRAL FLORIDA
THE SIXTEENTH ·STUDENT SENATE
RESOLUTION 16-0~
(Resolution Concerning the Future's Fifteenth Anniversary)
Whereas, many long
hours of dedicated service
and many late nights and
early mornings with
Michelob
beer
and
typewriter have attributed
to the grow:ing success of
the Future newspaper; and
Whereas, the Future has

valiantly attempted to
overthrow
Student
Government, both in softb a 11 and in other
endeavors; and
Whereas, the Future
staff has been working
under abnormally hazardous conditions for the

past six months without
air conditioning or proper
ventilat~on; and
Whereas, the Future
staff has recently learned .
how to spell and, punctuate
correctly, . and are now
working on accurate quotations and factual stories;

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---.and

I

Whereas, Oct. 7, 1983 is
the fifteenth anniversary of
the Future newspaper;
Therefore, be it resolved
by the Sixteenth Student
Senate of the University of
Central Florida that
"Michelob Beer" be
recognized as the official
alcoholic beverage of the
.Future; be it further resolved that on behalf of the student body, Student
Government extends a
hearty ''CONG RATULATI 0 NS" for fifteen years
of faithful service and
dedicated reporting to the
University of Central
Florida;
Be it further resolved
that the Future accept
sincere wishes for many
more years of continued
success ~and the hope of
becoming financially independent in the near
"Future.")

NIT E
_,•

wuc~
Monday
2 for 110-Close
Tuesday
Drink or Drown 9-12
$5 For All You Can Drink
Wednesday
3for19-10
2 for 1 10-Close .
Thursday
Ladies' Night 9-10
Free Drinks For All Ladies
2 for 1 10-Close
Friday
Oyster Cult Night
4:__Close
10 ¢Oysters & Shrimp
2 for 1 drinks

FM

11·2AM

,

6
11731 East Colonial Drive
· Orlando, Florida 32817
(305) 277-3,110

--------------------------...

--------------------------

Friday- Cont.
9p.m.-KillaKeg
Oyster Eating Contest!
Win a $25 cash prize plus
a free bottle of champagne
and a free dinner for two
Saturday

2for1-10 to Close

Sunday
2for1-11 to close
Plus, .Blondie's now·features
A Spectacular Sunday Brunch
9 a.m.-2 p.m.
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The growth of
the university:
1966-1982

The campus site in 1966.

Construction begins on the Administration Building in 1969.

An aerial view of the university in 1977.

-Compiled by Pam ~imson

UCF as it looked early in 1982.
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A free exchange
of ideas on the
issues of the day
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Handgun rationality
The United States Supreme Court made a significant
step towards a safer society Monday when it refused to
hear the National Rifle Association's arguments against
a town ordinance banning handguns.
The government of Morton Grove, Ill., a small suburb
of Chicago, decided it would be best to ban the possession
of all handguns within its jurisdiction. Police officers,
prison and security gaurds and licensed collectors are, of
course, exempt from the ban.
The court's refusal was wise for two important
reasons. First, it enables localities to make their own laws
as they see fit. It is apparent that the federal bureucracy
is unable or unwilling to come to grips with the national
tragedy of the easy availability of cheap handguns.
Secondly, it puts to rest once and for all the ridiculous
argument about the Second Amendment" to the U.S. Constitution. The right to bear arms as outlined in the Constitution wa~ intended by the founding fathers 200 years
ago to protect a community's right to form a militia.
It is apparent that the town fathers of Morton Grove
feel the United States military establishment is quite
capable of defending our borders against invading redcoats. Now if only the NRA and its members will accept
this common sense concept.

Tubbs' veto an error
Dr. Levester Tubbs' veto of the Legislative
Reorganization Act raises serious questions about the
methods and procedures under which UCF' s Student
Government operates.
.
As Vice President of Student Affairs, Tubbs is the administrative official directly above the student government. After a bill has been passed by the senate and signed by the student body president, for final consideration.
Tubbs' veto power is not the issue in this instance, but
the way he used it last week is. Dr. Tubbs allowed SG's
Judicial Council to review the legislation before he made
his ruling. When they ruled a portion of the act unconstitutional according to _the SG Constitution he
vetoed the measure.
This was a grave error on the part of Dr. Tubbs. The
Judicial Council serves the same function in our student
government as it does in the United States government. ·
That is, it is designed to ensure that laws, not unpassed
acts of legislation, are constitutional.· Allowing a judicial
branch of a government to review legislation before it is
passed is nearly unprecedented in American life.
Tubbs should have signed the bill into law and then let
SG work out the constitutionality of the situation. The
Judicial Council is appointed, not elected, and therefo:re
has no business working with legislation before it is passed into law.
Administrative veto power is an important and vital
check on a government consisting of relatively inexperienced students. It should, however, serve as a
backstop on matters of legal and financial nature and not
a final judge of SG rules and procedures.
· Michael E. Griffin
Editor in chief

The FUTURE

Founded in 1968 by the students of the
University of Central Florida
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief

Philip D. Storey
Business Manager

Julie D. Norris
Managing Editor

Roger C. Simmons
News Editor

LeeF.Lemer
Sports Editor

Vivian N. Katz
After the News Editor

Robert B. Molpus
Production Manager

Pamela Gimson
Photography Editor
Dorothy H. Case
Advertising Manager

Offices Located on Libra Drive
Editorial: (305) 275-2601 Business: (305 275-2865
This public document was prom ulgated at an annual cost $79,()()() or5.3 cents per copy ta inform the
uniuersitv communitv. A nnual aduertising reuenue ofS56.<XXJdefrays 6.?.9 percent of the annual cost.
Opinio~s expressed in the FUTURE are thosl' of the editor or of the wrirer and not neces.<arily tha<P
of the Uniuersity B oard of Publications or of the odministrotion.
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Letter Policy ·
Letters Lo t he edi tor must br
delivered Lo t he Fu ture by 5 p.m. on
the Monday before publica tion . Letters mu t be typed. double spaced
on a 60-spaced line a nd , hould not
he more t ha n 250 word in fength.
All letters mu st be signed wit h t he
aut hor 's p hone nu mber to be considered for publica tio n. Under cerLa in circumsta nces. wri ters' na mes
will be wit held upon requ est. All let- ·
Lers a re subject to edi t ing.
Some letters may be ·designated
a. guest editorials at the edi tor 's
discretion, wi t h t he permission of
the writer. All s ubmitted ma terial
becomes the copyrighted property
of the Future newspaper.
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II
II
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Collegiate ·
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From our readers
Ewing too hard on SG; candidates were in error
Editor:
Creig Ewing wrote an
editorial blasting the Student
-Government elections. ("Elections groom politicians for incompetence" Future Sept. 30)
As a member of Student
Government, I would like to
reply.
Admittedly, there are a lot of
things wrong with our
statues, but the only way to
test statutes is to see of they
work.
If they don't, you
change them. I know that
Student Government will
make changes in the elections
statutes. We will rectify the
problems we have, and when
the spring elections are _over,
we will probably find new
problems that need to be
solved.
Now as to the comments
made by Creig Ewing concerning common sense and handing in financial statements on
time. Common sense would
dictate that if you are required
to ha vt!
your financial

statements on time you will be
disqualified, then you hand
them in on time, or you get
disqualified.
This is exactly what happened, the Chief Elections
Commissioner told the candidates they would be
disqualified if they did not turn
in their financial statements on
time. Thirty six out of 45 candidates
were
able
to
hand in their statements op.
time.
One problem with Student
Government has been that we
have not always enforced our
statutes, statutes are -not worth the paper they are written
on unless they have some type
of enforcement. It is up to
Student Government to

determine fair enforcement of
the statutes.
As for the elections and
voter turnout. The turnout at
this election was impressive. It
was 6.2 percent, approximately
4 percent higher th?n last
year's level. I do not believe •
candidates were overwhelmed
by the larger number ·of voters ..
I believe the candidates were
motivated and impressed by
the larger voter turnout. I
believe that the large number
of voters made the candidates
work harder to be elected.. The
close races were an example of
this. Tim Albrecht was a good
example of this, he received
149 write in votes from the
College of Engineering.
James, page 9

Watt a victimof liberal press
Michael E. Griffin's
editorial "Watt Again?" last
week has shown to me his
superiority in amatueristic
reporting, and he is absolutely free from the gravities of
intelligence. The editorial proves to me that the general

populace believes the inaccuracies of inept reporters.
As a reply to Griffin's insinuation of Watt's mouth being ''as big as the Grand Canyon... " I present the followWatt, page 9

rick brunson
Christmas should stay out of the courts
The Supreme Court is once
again embroiled in decisionmaking on the question of
church and state and the
First Amendment to the
United States Constitution.
The court heard arguments
Tuesday from officials of
Pawtucket, R.I. and that
gadfly organization, the
Ame~ican Civil Liberties
Union.
Pawtucket government
leaders are pursuing the right
to erect a nativity scene, with
general community support,
in one of the city 's parks-a
40-year Christmas tradition.
ACLU lawyers, along with
representatives of the National Council of Churches,
say this qualifies as a
government- sponsored advance of religion and thus a
breach of "the separation of
church and state. "
Once again, the life and
spirit of the law is being
squeezed out of the First

Amendment and the Constitution disfigured beyond
the recognition of the original
framers.
When the Constitution was
being drawn up, statesmen
and clergymen alike feared an
establishment of a state
church to ' the exclusion . of
other denominations.
As
James Madison wrote, the
amendment was prompted
because, ''the people feared
one sect might obtain a
preeminence, or two com bin- .
ed together, to establish a
religion to which they would
compel others to conform. ' '
The constitutional convention did not fear the presence
of religion in public life. As
historians will acknowledge,
Judeo-Christian theism
permeated government and
business affairs at that time.

vance, . Mohammedanism, _ or
Judaism, or infidelity, by prostrating Christianity; but exclude all rivalry among Christian sects, and to prevent and
national
ecclesiastical
establishment patronage of
the national government,"
wrote Supreme Court Justice
Joseph Story who served
from 1811 to 1845.

The attempt by the ACLU
to keep church and state and
religion and politics separate
are driving religious liberty
from public life. This is absurd. Religion, as well as
science or secular idealogies
help to shape society's manners, morals and customs. To
attempt to extricate every
essence of religion from
public institutions is to
negate the premise of the
founding fathers-that our
"The real object of the freedoms and inalienable
amendment was no t t o rights are an endownment by
countenance, much less to ad- our creator.
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Franzese acknowledges work of Hm~ecoming planners
Each year, UCF celebrates
Homecoming Week with continuous activity and entertainment leading up to the
big game. With each celebration comes special memories

. Porsche's dainty waves to an Homecoming Committee, the
admiring audience as he took committee's chair and vicechair Geralyn Clair and
his victory stroll.
Charlene Moss, the commitThe David Brenner concert tee advisor Lillian Bailey, Joe
was a .supurb keynote to the Lambusta the concert proschedule of events which saw moter, the Alumni Council,
~m~--------------------------&~~PBm~~~~~~di~a Lou Saban, Bill Peterson, the
correcting typewriters, and portantly, we do realize and new parade route, a Community Affairs Office,
Common sense dictates that
provide funding for on escort know that we will do University_-wide pre-game and Mark Geary, the Student
if you want a better Student
service on campus.
something to solve these picnic, and' an intramural all- Government President. But
Government and you want to
Stud~nt Government is the problems because contrary to star football game which this Homecoming should be
see things changed and immost productive organization some people's beliefs, there is came down to the last play.
remembered most for the
proved, you become a part of on campus and there are some common sense in Student
often-seen and seldom
.that process and do something dedicated people out to see Government. Stu t J
We all owe a debt of recogniu~d efforts of Mr.
Studar taSmest gratitude to those who work- Mark Glickman, the Alumni
about ·the problems people that Student Government does
complain about. The · 16th · rs~erv~e,.t~h~e~s~tu~d~e~nt~s~.~M~o~s~t~im~
- ~=======~e=n~e!!!na~or ed so hard to bring it all Coordinator. You really made
Student Senate is made up of
together. Particular attention it happen.
some top quality people who
CoNGRe~~' Tf-liS i&
should be given to the PAC
are concerned about what hapPaul Franzese
pens at UCF. I am sure we will
from page 8
have our problems, but I am
confident that we will work
harder to overcome and solve
ing response. I:Iow does it feel from Watt's spe,e ch like
these problems
to have your foot in your satanic cults take excerpts
I woUld hope that Creig
·
mouth? The statement that from the Bible.
Ewing would come to a Senate
he had appointed a black, a
meeting and see how producIn conclusion, I am repulstive the people, who seem to
woman, two Jews, "and a crip- ed by the inaccuracies of ighave no common sense because
ple" has been censored by the norant media reports, not the
they want to be in SG and
news media and the Future. alleged insensitivities of the
solve problems of this univerThe complete statement ends
sity, can be. Student Goverlike this ... " a black, a woman, Reagan administration, for
nment is capable of doing some
their discrimination against
good for the students of this
two Jews , and a cripple, and the truth. Mr. Griffin and the
university, such as funding
we h51ve talent." Mr. Watt rest of the news media owe us
the Program and Activities
continuously praised his staff an apology,· not secretary
Council, provide fundin~ for a
·on the committee throughout Watt!!!
Homecoming concert, provide
hi.s speech. Of course, the
Clifton M. Borzych
funding for the free use of selfmedia has taken excerpts
of good times, successful efforts, and renewed feelings of
warmth and friendship.
This year's Homecoming
Week left us a great deal to
remember and many people to ·

be recognized for their contribution.
Who can forget the excitement on the faces of the five
finalists at the "Tootsie LookAlike Contest" or Hank

Watt-------------

INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer,
& HEWLETT-PACKARD:
Names SYNONYMOUS WITH QUALITY & SERVICE

l IC~>:::

HEWLETI-PACKARD
CALCULATOR/CO-MPUTERS
(Mf£r sl9J. u~1 rro 00)

The absolute ult Imate tland-held
shi r1 pocket I purse-size n1ode Is .

• .HP10C Screntif1c. prograrnmahle
• HP11c Adv;inc·oo gcientific. prog·1e
• HP12C Business, Real Estate
• HP1')C Advanced scient w/Ma1r1x
• HP 1 RC Hex-Dec-Binary, prog'le

INTERN

see.oo

S8~.00

S 108.00
S108.00
S 1 OB.00
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by Carl McKnight

Spanky

YOLI .KNOW... I F"1Nt> YOU

4'DAMN ALARM
CLoc..K

S~Xl)ALL't' :S\1MUlA1lAl6,..

ALMOST IR12E:"61.STA"BLE:

~··

\

,,~

~

~~j

'~

ACROSS
1 Watch
pocket
4 Clay-colored
pigment
9 Dove's cry
12 Exist
13 .!:. outh African
village
14 Su ·cor
15 Ret ·eat
17 C13nter
19 G11ld fabric
2 1 Diphthong
22 Ski ri problem
25 Mac aw
27 Approach
31 Cry of cow

Student rate:
50 cents per line

32 Paper and

pen d .~aler
34 Part of to be
35 Hawai.an
rootstock
36 Attempt
37 Sun god
38 Florida
Indians
41 Roman god
42 Stupefy
43 Negat ive
prefix
44 Location
45 Latin
conjunction
47 Beehive state
49 Crucial times

53 Peaceful
57 Goal
58 Thurmond of
the Senate
60 Fuss
61 Soft food
62 Mount-ain
lakes
63 See.d
container
DOWN
1 Distant
2 Oslo coin

3 Wager
4 Soup ing redient
5 Burning, as
of documents

6 Exclamation
7 Male sheep
8 Lamb's pen
name
9 Uncouth
person
10 Lubricate
11 Poem
16 Island, in
Paris
18 Lure
20 Time period
22 Collect
2<3 Heavenly
body
24 Negative
26 Special consideration -

28 Preposition
29 Earn
30 Expunge
• 32 Offspring
33 Federal agcy.
35 Evergreens
39 Fraternity
letter
40 " -Grant "
41 501 : Rom.
44 Haggard title
46 Trial
48 Limbs
49
50
51
52

Headgear
Inlet
Demon
Amtrak stop

Deadline:
Monday at 5:00pm

CLASSIFIED

for·sale

273-5610

1981 Suzuki GS250,garage kept,w/Bell
helmet,4300mi, $995. Call 365-6901 after
6pm.

UNIVERSITY VILLAS

Furnished & Unfurnished $245-$270
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc .
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
and editing included. Reasonable. Call
Bea, 678-1386.

On-site bus svc. to UCF &.Colonial Ma[I
Complete water bed: Super single-matTheses, term papers. Editing, fast turn
tress.liner.and frame, $100. Call 422-3491
1---------~--------1 around, pick up and delivery on campus.
Competitive rates. Call Dave 851-0358.

· help wanted

Boston rocker, $20. Newly upholstered
game chair on rollers, $80. 3x"x37" plate . Do you need extra income? Work 5-10 hrs.
glass mirror, $25. Call 671-0980.
per week earning $600 to $2,000 mo.
working your own hours. Call Cliff 677-4534
AMC, 1975 Matador; 2 dr,small V8, power , or 646-9965 and leave message.
brakes.steering . Excellent shape $275. Call
275-9123. .
Earn extra Christmas money temporary
1968 Malibu Chevelle (2dr.), needs body help needed for home cleaning service.
Must have car and phone. call 671-7463
work. Asking $500 Call 275-4118.

roommates
Lady to share lovely furnished Casselberry
home. Fireplace,HBO,washer-dryer . $300
per month pays all . 897-0958.
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2 bdrm apt. at
the Haystacks. Rent:$167.50,and half
utilities. Coll Dirk 273-1614/898-8921.
Female roommate wanted to share big
3bdrm house $155/mo plus util. Pets ok. 6
miles to UCF. Fireplace, nice lawn, exl't
neighborhood, plenty of space. Call Valli
or Catherine at 647-2921.
1hmi

Roommate to share 2 bdrm apt.
from
UCF. $155 plus 112 utility. Call 277-0319.
Roommate needed to share townhouse.
$200 rent and half utility. Call Johnny at 2779124 ..
American Services Roommate needed,
female, $110 plus util. near UCF 425-7122.

for rent
Furnished Apts . 2bdrml2bth 2/3people $350;
4 people $375. A.C./Dishwosher/water included. 3600 Khovvar:n Ave . Coll 273-0768.
Apartment available Nov. 2bed/1bath.
Across from UCF. Call 275-3439.
NEW APARTMENT COMPLEX AT UCF ENTRANCE AREA. 2bdrm/2bth . Spacious living rm . &
kitchen, with all new appliances. quiet,
$425 plus deposit. lmmed. occupancy. Call
365-6625.

Part-time help wanted. No experience
necessary. Herbal World, 641 N. Mills Ave.,
Orlando. Call 896-1017for an appt.
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year round.
Europe ,S .Amer. ,Austra I ia ,Asia. Al I
Fields.$500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free
info. Write IJC Box 52-FL-4 Corona Del
Mar.CA. 92625 . .

typists
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelling, grammar, punctuation.
Term papers', Thesis, dissertations, research
paper~. resumes, cover letters and typing .
All work prepared on Wor,d Processors for
error free neatness. We have IBM
Displaywriter, IBM Mag Card , and A.B. Dick
Magna SL Word Processors. SUPPORT YOUR
COLLEGE - We hove 10 employees for fast
servi·~e All are former or current UCF
students. One Day Service Available - 671 3007.
NEED HELP? Call me, JAN. for all typing
needs: letters, resumes, term papers, theses,
etc. FORMER ENGLISH /SPANISH MAJOR.
Many years experience in legal & administrative fields . STUDENT RATES, paper &
cover F.REE . Call : 253-0678 9-5 Mon .-Fri. 7672281 weekends .
Rotes loo high? Call me! Prof. rypist. 16 yrs .
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS. 678-4360.
Typing service avai lable, 11 years experience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.

54 Short sleep
55 Artificial
language
56 Food fish
59 Amtrak train

Looking for a job? A professionally typed
resume con make a difference, your
choice of white or ivory paper black,
brown.or blue ink. We can put a package
together to suite your needs. Call Pat at
Hord Copy Typing & Word Processin.g Service 277-6930.

services
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST ~IRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed. ·Birth Control
Center, Inc. , 1240 E. Hillcrest St., one block
south of Colonial off Mills. Available by
phone 24 hrs a day: 422-0606;or toll free 1·
800-432-8517.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information, pregnancy tests Gnd counseling.
VD screen ing, low cost, confidential ser·
vices .
Central Florida.Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers, resumes designed and typed,
cover letters and more. IBM Equipment. 1
DAY SERVICE available. Located 1 mile from
UCF. Pick-up and delivery to campus
available. Correction of grammar &
spelling. Discounts to students. Open 7 days
a week. Call 275-1709.
. WORD PROCESSING. Professional attention
·to individual typing needs. Reports ,resumes ,repetitive letters. Superior
quality. Guaranteed. Close to UCF . .
Discounts to students. Hours 8A-10P,M·F;12N·
10P,SA & SU by appt. Plan ahead and ovoid
disappointment . . You can depend on
JUDY'S Business Service, 273-5298.
RESUMES
Designed/typed - 671-3007.
TYPING. Quality/assurance in 30 yrs exper.
IBM Sel.ll. Diss,thesis,reports,letters resumes.
UCF employee & 1 mile from UCF. Marti 3656874.
Word processing typing-Student rates.
Term , papers ,thesis,special projects. Call .
Carol: 295-8012 (Days), 1300 N. Pine Hills Rd .,
Orlando.
NEED A REPORT TYPED? My full service offers
accurate speedy and professional results
using stole of the art word processing
equipment. 100% accuracy correction of
spelling.grammar and punctuation . Term
papers,reports ,resumes , etc. 3 miles from
UCF pick up and del ivery. Coll Pat at Hard
Copy Typing & Word Processing Service
277-6930.
TYPING
Professional Qual ity-Low rates
Eves. & Wknds. Only
365-5989

'

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

·2233 LEE. RD. WINTER PARK

. 628-0405'
Toll Free 800-432-5249
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Homecoming served
Torchy's purpose

Encore is
n0_w After
the·News

by Raz Savage
AINStaff

by David Wersinger
AtN..Staff

It's been a long time coming, bad just returned from the wear masks. Their mother
but thanks to comedian David West Coast, where the night would just string a rubber
Brenner, Homecoming at UCF before he had starred with band from one ear to the
is alive and well.
guest host and close friend · other."
Tlie 39-year old Philadel- Joan Rivers on the Tonight
Brenner is an alumnus of the
capped off a successful Show. "Ever notice how people class of '71, a breakthrough
week of Homecoming ac- walk in L.A.," Brenner asked.
tivities, performing Friday in "For a week I swim in Jell-0
front of a sold-out crowd just to prepare myself.''
Brenner's humor relies
hungry for quality entertainment.
heavily on real life experiences,
Past events have been to particularly his childhood. On
say the least, poorly attended. comparing Los Angeles with
But Brenner's wildly received . his home town Philadelphia,
one hour set was positive proof Brenner said, ' ~ No one played
that UCF can support major tennis in my neighborhood. If
someone said 'I jumped a net,'
celebrities.
After a tight set by the local that was a girl's name."
His neighborhood was also
jazz group Tapaztry, Brenner
literally hit the stage running. famous for being rough. "I knew
"Give me some time to get this real tough family. Nine
Pam Glmson /Future
· organized," the tired-looking brothers, three months apart. Brenner uses hands to prove
·
comedian·asked the crowd. He For Halloween they wouldn't point.

year not only for himself, but
for comedians Richard Pryor
and George Carlin as well.
Unlike Pryor, who relies on
shock to get laughs, or Carlin
who plays word games, Brenner's humor evolves naturally
from everyday life. One of his
favorite pastimes is exposing
the dumb things we do and say
as a society.
"The dumbest sign I saw in
my life was on a restaurant
door in Los Angeles," the
comedian relates. "It said,
'We have menus in braille."'
Pam Glm son/Future
At this point, Brenner
"I
can't
believe
how
dumb that
rolls his eyes in a "You've got
is."
to be kidding me" manner,
while the audience roars its ap- always been confused by the
term, practicing homosexual. I
proval.
mean,
how much practice does
His humor leaves no one untouched. Homosexuals ("I've
Show,page15

Brenner leaves .UCF with hope, cheer
by Vivian N. Katz
AINed llor

David. Brenner's wit and
charm have seen him through a
rough life. In his homecoming
concert last week he said his
sense of humor got him in
trouble but his incredible lu~k
kept him from getting
arrested.
On stage, Brenner doesn't
forget where he came from.
Those beginnings made him
what he is today-a success.
Growing up in a J ew~sh
ghetto in South Philadelphia
taught Brenner survival. His
parents taught him humility
and kindness. Along the way
Brenner learned how to make
the best of things and that is
how he says he made it big.
In a personal interview after
his Orlando show, Brenner explained that he likes to do

college shows because they me as my friends ' parents
usually draw a nice, mixed taught their kids.' ' Brenner is
crowd. He explains, ''I cross all proud of that bond, explaining:
lines-social,
economic,
"Last night, I taped-a Tonight
political." He doesn't recall the Show in Burbank, went to L.A.
name of the auditori!lm, but to do a Live and In Person and
Brenner remembers opening then had dinner with my two
for Sonny and Cher in this area best friends from childhood,
quite a few years ago.
Beb and Dee-Dee. I could have
Brenner's recently published gone out with some producers
book, "Soft Pretzels with or people who could help fur- 1
Mustard," is a personal ac- ther my career, but my friends
count of his life. It includes mean more to me.''
stories he has told and those
Brenner pauses, takes a sip
told to him. In it he describes of his soft drink and adds: "In
his very special friendships. this era of separatism, . there
Friendships as strong today in are many problems among
Hollywood and New York as people.
It's important to
they were in the 50s in South solidify friendships and make
Philly.
them work."
Brenner attributes the
For someone who graduated
strength of these friendships to at the top of his class at Temthe people involved. He says: ple University in Philadelphia,
"Very good people believe in Brenner, by his own admission,
the bond of friendship and its cannot spell. Re says he's exstrength. My parents taught tremely good in math and that

Pam Glmson/Future

Dumb things people say irk the
hell out of me.
has helped him get by. Brenner
again pauses, then says, "How
much education you have is
not important-it's what you
do with it that counts.''
He continues, ''I possess the
dumbest of all intellectual
humor." He finds his versatility and creativity his
greatest assets on stage. "The
audience dictates my show,"
Brenner says. "It's like being a
quarterback-I have to know
how to carry the ball."

The world according to
Kirtgy gets better each day.
"When I was in public school
and college, I had to work to
help support myself,'' he says.
"My classes at Temple U were
held in converted tenements,
certainly not conducive to fun
and frolics.''
· After some thought, Brenner
smiles and says: ''Sure, some
things are very uncertain for
today's youth. But we believed
we were going to get 'H·
bombed.' Just look out the
window one day and see a
mushroom cloud.'' Brenner
thinks that society is experiencing selfish goals, that there is
more hopelessness now. He explains, "I am a pessimist about
the world and still an optimist
when it comes to myself, my
family and friends." He seems
Hope, page 12
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Beyond the Limit a ·haphazard movie
by Vivian N. Katz ·
AINedllor

Beyond the Limit is an appropriate title for a film that
takes the audience beyond its
limit of patience.
The movie uses two totally
unrelated topics -- a love
triangle and a political struggle ·- in an attempt to gain
some credibility. It fails
miserably because it spends a
disproportionate amount of
time on the love triangle and
not enough on the social
statement.
Rich~rd Gere (Eduardo
Plarr), stunning as ever, plays
a doctor in an impoverished
village in Argentina (Corrientes) who gets involved
with a group of subversives
who he hopes will help him
free his father (also a subversive) from a Paragaayan jail.
Michael Caine (Charles
Fortnum) plays a drunkenBritish honorary consul in the
same Northern Argentine

village and is a friend -of
Gere's.
Elpidia Carrillo (Clara)
plays a prostitute who marries Caine, only to become sexually and emotionally involved with Gere.
All the while, Plarr is helping a group of subversives in
an attempt to kidnap a U.S.
ambassador to trade for 10
Paraguayan prisoners, one of
who.m Plarr believes to be his
father.
Plarr's other: pal in the film
is the chief of police of Corri en tes, Col. Perez (Bob
Hoskins) who suspects Gere's
involvement and has him
followed throughout the

New Yorker faking a British
accent. Now if only he had
done every scene with Caine,
he would have done a decent
job of faking a British accent.
His effort was .reminiscent of
John Travolta's Southern accent in Urban Cowboy.

If the movie itself was not
boring
enough,
the
photography was worse--too
many closeups of Gere and
not enough of the countryside. The producers didn't

Limit, page 15

Pam Glmson/Future

Brenner takes off from UCF
gym.stage.

Hope-- from page 11
to use the terms family and
friends synonymously in his
conversations. To David Brenner, his friends are his family
and his family are his friends.

film.
The most amusing part of
this otherwise boring film
was waiting to see ·what kind
of accent Gere would adopt in
each scene.
When alone with Carrillo,
Gere sounded like a Valley
boy faking a British accent.
When doing a scene with
Hoskins, he sounded like a

He offers this advice to
today's college students: "It is
up to you to forge the opportunity to change things. It is
up to the students of today to
paint the world."
Gere, Carrillo and Caine celebrate death of a rabbit.
Brenner's personal manager,
Steve Reidman, was becoming
as impatient as Brenner was
becoming relaxed. Both ~n
tlemen have busy schedules to
attend to and they politely
drew the interview to a close.
But that's not the last we'll
see or hear of David Brenner.
His first album is due out Nov.
1 and he still has many plans
for a healthy, happy, lengthy
life with family and friends.

\
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University Bookstore:. Student Services Building
I
I HAS YOUR
FREE SAMPLE PACK OF GENERAL FOODS'" INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
WAITING FOR YOU. PRESENT THIS tquroN AND HAVE A TASTE oN us.
I
II
II :~::ational
::1~:ankakee,
l~..~F 1 ·!01
I
Sample Packs are available at your college bookstore while supplies last. ·If sample pack is not available
at your college bookstore, send the coupon with completed form below to General Foods~
Coffees Sample Pack Offer, P.O. Box
rllinois 60902.
· ( ..,..

Address

Class__________

GENERAL

I -FREE

Limit-one request per cuc;tomer.
This offer e~pires Decembe1 16, 1983.

~OS

-

I~

.FREE I~J

_

'PAIS 'A!UO li vs~
aJonbs. At!SJ8AIUO
aJOIS A11aMar 01 ixaN
su61saa JIDH IDJOOIS!JV

···1100 01 paau ~OA
lO~lA!S ~O
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What a

week!

Porn Glmson/Fulure

Richard Possit:.d, David
Pi Kappa Alpha's Shefry Elkins. and Kappa Delta's Mike Derrenbacher and Jim Keefner
Messina are UCF's 1983 Homecoming queen and king.
can't give it away.
Pam Glmson/Future

ElECTRONIC/COMPflTEH ENGINEERS

YOU SPENT LONG HOURS STUDYING TO GET
YOUR DEGREE, BUTNOW·YOU'RE PUZZLED
.ABOUT WHERE YOU CAN GO TO BEST ·
USE THOSE SKILLS

WARNER ROBINS AIR LOGISTIC CENTER.
oHe.Cs a clvll service career as an engineer with a chance ~to

work with state-qf-the-art technology .to support the most
advanced defense weapons systems In the world.
Warner Robina ALC will hire approx. a·o ele.ctronlc/computer
engineers. For more Info. call toll free
1-800-841-9193 or 1-800-342-0570 Ctn Georgia)
or write to: OPCSC-Employment office, Robins A.F .B.,Georgla 31098

~'The

Goodtime Meeti.,g Place"·

2901 East Colonial Drive
East of Colonial Plaza
894-9705
Cl GROUND ROUND E>IVISION 1983

•
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Conrlng Attractions...

Torchy- from page 11

;

Two S~ppers and Cloggers
will take over lhe floor at
Sullivan's Trialway lounge for _
eight hours of dancing on
Oct. 8 to raise money for
Easter Seals. The marathon
will feature all styles of country western dancing, country

.l

I
j

music, entertainment and
several fun-loving contests
such as a Daisy Mae lookalike contest, Wooden Horse
race, Name that Pig contest,
and a Coors Chug-a-Lug Race.
The events will take place
from noon to 8 p.m.

Participants compete for annual event to be held March
· FTU) to coach basketball and
prizes by securing sponsors 10.
participate in Homecoming."
for the number of hours they For more information, inBut if Clark really loved
will dance. Top pri~e is a trip terested applicants should
Homecoming
as much as the
to Nash ville for two on _write the Miss Winter Park
top
source,
who
guaranteed
Scholarship Pageant at 1760
your
action
reporter
would riot
Eastern Airlines. Second
live
to
see
next
week's
World
place is a trip for two on a Sea Anzle A venue, Winter Park,
Series
if
his
name
was
revealed
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~E~~e a~ third p~~ ~a Flm~~3278~mphone~05)
in print, said he did, why would
gift cert!ficate to King's Kid 628-8462 or ~305) 647-5716.
he come to a brand new school
Corral.
that didn't have any graduates
Applications are still beand
therefore didn't have any
ing accepted for the ''Rally
Homecoming?
for the Arts" Oct. 16. The
"That fact just served to
~TWICE
NICE~
.
b .
rally, sponsored by Louis
Applicat ions are now emg
b
strengthen the power of his
accepted for the 1984 Miss Motorcars, i:ted Lo ~~er
conviction," explained the top
. t
p k S h 1 h' Inns of America, Haw~man
Wm
source. "!(he went to a school
er
ar
c .o ars ip Trop1c,
. WDBO radi o, B ose
P agean t , a prelimmary to te t' nal
that already had a basketball
.
d
th
C
.
Flon'da and Miss
. 1n ma io .
an .
e enthe M iss
homecoming, he would have
. t'tl
C te ta t
tral Florida Region Sports
Am
had
to accept whatever they
enca
1
es.
on
s
n
s
C
Cl
b
f
A
.
will
Next to Mannix Realty
must be between the ages of ar. u 0
merica,
did. But here, he was free to
17 and 26, high school · begm at 12:30 p.m. at Mead
CONSIGNMENT CLOTHING
mold
his
own
dream
graduates by Labor Day, Gardens.
Homecoming from scrat.ch."
BOUTIQUE
Winners will be chosen ac1984, never married, and live,
.
.
According to the top sour~.
Discriminating Shoppers Will Find UIUNEWJI
or attend college within a 75 _ cording to mileage and acwho refused to reveal anySpecially Selected
"
mile radius of Winter Park.
cur~cy an~ only street-legal
thing about himself except
Resale Clothing & Accessories
vehicles will be allowed to
his personal aversion to
llCEAN
r
Aune•
For The Entire Fa~ily!
enter the rally.
IVANOERB.ILT• ;
cinammon
French toast, Clark
More
than
$4,000
in
scholarF
further
information
CALVINKL..fll'I•
At Budget Aid Prices.
JORllAOt1: •
had
no
real
favorite.
ship~ and gifts will be award- con~~ct the Council of Art~
LE\'l'S •
"He
loved
them all, but
two•
ed the winners at the fourth and Sciences at (305)
: 275-0011
ANO
naturally,
his
fondest
OTHERS
'
843-2787.
memories are of the first one,
back in January 1975. T<?rchy
himself chose the theme, ''Star
Trek and Space." It was for
one of his favorite TV shows
U.S .News & World Report presents
and one of his favorite places
that are way far away. January
30 was 'Color Day' and Torchy
was really proud of hls socks,
one black and one gold. And
he'll never forget the great
'Ms. Bicep' cont.est. He even
got to be a judge.''
If Clark loved Homecoming
as much as the top source, who
constantly picked at the plaque
on his teeth, says, then why did
he not resign until July 1983,
when homecoming was moved
to football season in Nov. 1980,
2 Y2 years before?
"The first year we told him it
was canceled because the
Russians had moved into
Afghanistan, and he agreed it
was the right thing to do. Torchy's as loyal a patriot as
NU50 Express
News waves? They're the trends of today-in poliNXSO Express
Nixon. Then the next year
tics , business , youth , the economy-that affect
Oil injection
Electric Start
we told him that due to
what's to come next month, next year, in the next
was $649
was $599
a scheduling mix-up, Homedecade.
now $349
Now $299
coming
was held when he
News waves in U.S.News: We analyze them every
and the team were on a road
week (before they mak~ the headlines elsewhere) to
keep you on top of-and prepared for-what the
trip. But finally, we just
future holds in store .
~n
couldn't put up the pretense
Subscribe to U.S .News at half-price. Just fill out
anymore. We knew he'd evenand send in the coupon below.
tually find out. ·That Torchy is
one smart cookie, you know.''

•••

''IT'S''
AS
at

•••

9816 E. Colonial Or;

Honda World's Campus

News'Wdves

*SALE*

New Hondas at the·
Lowest Prices AnvWherel

Over 1,000 New Hond.as

Stocki

-ALL MODELS ON SALE-

BARBER/STYLING

rM- ,-.- I

I
I
C70 Passport
Electric Start
was $799
now $499

CB450SC NightHawk
Electric Start
was $1999

110W$1J99

Only at HONDA WORLD
6436 'E. Colonial Dr. (Hwy. 50) Orlando,
Ph. 277-~0 Closed Sun.·Mon.

I

I
I
I

oney-savmg ·

Student Coupon

0

YES,

- 35¢

School Name
Apt.

Address
City .State

Zip
Mail coupon to :
U.S.News & World Report
Room 264. 2300 N St .. N.W.
Washington . D.C. 20037

.. - - - - - -·- I

Listen for the News Blimp. on
by U.S.News & World Report .

. brought to you

to 5:30

·Mon. thru Fri.
8 till 3:30 on Sat.

- (Closed Wednesday)

UNION PARK BARBER SHOP

per week

Name

& WORLD R8PORT

Serving you from 9

Only

send me 23 weeks of
U.S.News & World Report for only
$7.97 . I'll save 50% off the regular
subscription rate and 77 % off the
cover price .

u.s.News

Btll&SUSIE

I

10217 E. COLONIAL DR.
UNION PARK FLA.
~277-9820

I

Ch:-lnmas .,,, ldeu...

I
I
I

IUNNEIS
LIQNSE PlATES
$7.95 /2 for $!J.95

..I
Fast delivery p11cJ 1n ;;ludes , 1 OV post sge
Send chec k o r m~nev ard.&r to

RUNNER~

P.LA TES

P.O. Box 854, Ma itland . FL 327 0 ;
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it take?"), fat people, ("She is even try to gain permission to a shooting victim and is told
so fat that when she gets in s~oot in Argentina or they he was shot while trying to
your car she crushes the cat would have been shot in escape. As the camera zooms
underneath it."), lunatics, ("I Argentina. Veracruz, Mexico in on the victim's bullethole
meet so many of them I think was the closest they could in his cheek, Plarr says, ''I
I'm going crazy. The. other day come to duplicating Cor- didn't think it wr.s possible to
I saw a guy with a leash and no rientes, but just not close escape running backwards."
dog at the end. I thought he enough.
Perez replies that if there
was nuts until I slipped in
were any doubt about his inEVERY THURSDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT
something, looked down, and
nocence, he would have been a
there was nothing there.' '), and
That is not to say that the desaparecido (disappeared I
himself are all fair game. "My producers don't take a stab at
nose isn't big," he says. "It's authenticity. The uniforms of
PRESENT COLLEGE 1.D. WHEN ORDERING
Beyond the Limit is based
just that my head is really the Argentine military of- on a novel by Graham Greene
Most luxurious theatre in ·Orlando
small.''
ficers are perfectly ·reproduc- titled The Honorary Consul.
Apart · from
making ed. The chief of police drives a ..,. This is apparently one of the
Deli sandwiches, domcstie & imported beer & wine
Homecoming a guaranteed
multitudinous books that has
Largest screen in town
Private screeniilg rooms
success, Brenner also proved Mercedes while the whole been transformed into rubs::;
speaker
stereo
sound
Special
midnight movies.
that he has more to offer an village is starving. The - bish · by Hollywood. · It is ·
audience than just 10 minutes subversives drink mate (an definitely not worth $4 in a
For movies & showtinies call
as a guest on a talk show. herbal tea) while waiting for a first-run theater and would
Though he has purposely kidnap victim- prisoner ex- best be viewed in the same
stayed away from TV and change.
condition as Michael Caine's
movies, he has just released an
throughout the film -~ slovenThey do tell the truth when ly drunk.
autobiography; an album,
in the film Plarr is examining
I
t·
.j -·
'~Excuse Me, But Are You
Reading That Newspaper;"
will soon follow.
David Brenner's performance will definitely be a hard act
to follow, but let's hope that
the Homec9ming Planning
Committee doesn't rest on
their newly-won laurels._, I for
one, think they won't.

2~st

ENTU.RY

THEATRES

·FIRST DRAFT FR. E.E

. 896-9332

~~ :~
a·· :,. . ·.
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Before We Put You In Charge Of The World's

AfN ---frompagell
its "edibles" that are not
covered by the already
. · established basic food
groups?
You get the message. We
don't want to overshadow an
important announcement
from President Colbourn. Instead we want to scrutinize it
for its satirical value. After
all, life is laughter and the
staff of AFTER THE NEWS
is known for going for ·t he
gusto.
We'd like you to read us .
after the news. But we'll need
your help. We need highly
motivated individuals not
afraid of dirtying a pant leg in
search of what really goes on
in dorms after midnight and
on weekends; hardy, rugged
souls, willing to dive to the
bottom of the reflecting pond
to get the answer to that burning question: How come the
dollar bill changer' at the self·
service post office never
works?
All interested and/or
curious folks who'd like to
make an impact on UCF (and
help put out AFTER THE
NEWS) are urged to call
275-2601. You may also write
c/o UCF, Future, P.O. Box
25000 or stop by the Future
of°fice near the Student
Health Center.

Most Sophisticated Nuclear Equipment,
We Put You Through The World'§
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Training•.

It takes more than 16
that most of the men
months of intensive
who operate the
reactors in private
training to become a
industry started in the
fully qualified officer in ··
the Nuclear Navy. You
-=-r==i•
Nuclear Navy.)
It takes more time
begin with four months
and more effort to
of leadership training.
become an officer in the
Then as a Navy officer
you get a full year of
Nuclear Navy. But the
rewards are greater, too.
graduate-level training
The rewards can begin as early as
unavailable anywhere P-lse at 3:ny p~ice.
Navy training is based on more than your Junior year in college. Qualify, and
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right · the Navy will pay you approxim.a tely
$1000/month while you finish school.
now the Navy operates over half the
After four years, with regular
nuclear reactors in Americ~. And the
promotions and salary increases, you can
Navy's nuclear equipment is the most
be earning as much as $37,400. That's on
sophisticated in the world. That's why
top of a benefits package that includes
your Navy training is and must be the
medical and dental care, and 30 days' ·
most sophisticated in the world.
vacation earned every year. More
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy,
responsibility, more money, more future.
you have decision-making authority
immediately. You get important manageSo, if you're majoring in math,
. -ment responsibility
engineering or the .
;;;V.~~;;U;;;T;- - - - -; ~ l physical sciences,. and
fast. Because in the
INFORMATION CENTER
I you want to know more
Navy, as your knowlI P.O.
Box 5000 . Clifton. NJ 07015
..
I about a future in
edge grows, so does
0 Please send me more information
about
I becoming
an officer in the Nuclear Navy.
(fl>N) I ·
nuclear power, fill in .
your responsibility.
I Name
__ I
Your training and
the coupon.
I Address
Apt. ft _ _
Today's Nuclear
experience place you
I City
State
Zip_ I
Navy
is an opportunity
among the country's
Age-'· _ _ +College/ Uni versity_ _ _ __
I
most qualified profesI like no other in the
:j:Year in
+GPA
sionals. (No surprise
I AMajnr/ Minor_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ I world.
1

r

---,F~ir~
s t-~
I P~
lcn
•c~P~ri-nt~I-~L-•s_t

Colll'~e

Next week· in
After the News
Rock•Roll Trivia
Contest· brush up!

I
I
L

Phom• Number
IArcn C'odcl
Bt•st Time
Thi~ is for ji?t..nerul r~ruitnwnt information. You chi

tn

C'all

"''l

ha\'t' to
furnish uny or thl» information request tod . Of l 'OUfS l' . th t· rnon"' we
know. thr more we can help to dt•trrminP th l• kinds of ~"'' Y posi·
tions for which you qu alif~·.

-----------

I
I

J

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.
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Tonight and Sunday, t~e
awardwinning · motion picture
"Gandhi" is playing in the SCA
at 8:30pm.

will

make
. The Southern Ballet
an appearance on Oct. 1S in the
SCA. It's a great cultural experience and it's FREE
W aitng for~ an early snow? Ski .
Trip Kick-Off Party for the trip to
. Snowshoe W. Va. is Wednesday
Oct. 19. Don't miss the fashion
show and give aways!
The Winter Park Autum Art
Festival is this weekend,.Oct. 8-9,
and will be located on the Rollins
C0llege Campus. The times of
the Art Festival will be ~am-Spm
Saturday & l 2pm-Spm Sunday.
On Friday, October 14, the
Association of International
Students will be having a dinner
and awards ceremony in the
University Dining Room. Belly.
Dancers and a dance band will be
provided.Admission is $2.50 with
a student ID.
The Southern Ballet Theatre
will present "An Evening with
the Dancers from the New York
City Ballet" t Bob Carr Performing Arts Center, Oct. 11 , at
8pm. Call 628-0133 for ticket information.
The Florida Symphony. Orchestra wil1 perform in· Orlando
Central Park, Oct. 13, at 12:00
noon. They will also be performing at Robinson's in the Fashion
Square Oct. 15, at 3:00pm

9
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.Featuring: ModersfQr
Clive Thomas of WKIS
Panelists: ·Dr. Carrizosa
Florida Hospital
Infectious Diseases Department ·

Dr. Mary Joy.c e
University of Central Florida
2 Year Research

Mr. Ed Carr
Exe~utive Director of the

Central FloidCJ Blood -Bank

·Mr.,Book (Evangelist)
North Side Church of Christ
Es,t~blishin.g direct Donor .
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"GOOD NEWS FOR EVERYONE ...
'ANNIE' IS HERE!"
-GENE SHAIJT, NBC· TV

Oct. 14 & 16
8:30 SCA

Personal Seminars

FROMRASIMQ

0•"1 CDtUlilllU."CllllllSIHDllSTlllll~INC ~

l~D'll)N

For new students, campus leaders,
and those who want more

Wednesday, Oct.12 4:00pm
University Dining ,Room
Come find out what they're all about! It
niay just be the progran you've been waiting
for. Personal Seminars are weekly small
group experiences dealing with a variety of
personal growth topics. · Our topics are
designed to help you in learning more about
yourself, working with others, coping ytith
college, and developing practical skills. Our
seminars are free, non-credit, and presented
by some of U.C.F.'s finest faculty and staff.
To find out more come to the informational
m~eting Wednesday, October 12, 4:00pm in
the University Dining Room. You don't want
to miss it!

Oct. 12 8:30

KHIGHTSDEN
Cinema Pub

The Best Picture of the Year
Ne"' Yo :-~ "' 'lm Critics
Na~ional Bo.;.rd of Review

Best Actor of the Year
- Ben Kingsley
Ne·.:. York Film Critics
National Board of Review
Los A11geles Film Critics Assoc.
"

.

'<.•.·

.October 7&9

8:30 SCA

GANDHI

~is triumph changed the world forever.

Lffi ~

December 16-23

•

Q .

ete1J ~~"""'V'W.J...o.1Sflll1 U -.c- ~

Saturday October 15
•

8:00pm

I'

Student C.e nter Auditorium ·
.

1

.

F ree with student ID/General Public $1·

Pssst... PS SST... Hey you,
co01e see 01e, Tofil Deluca
and my hilariously hypnotising
· act on Oct. 26.

~Pa!!!!!!ge!!!!!!20!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~c(~~
~~

wli~fj ~ e lJD

'
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MEN
198·4 CALENDAR

[J
0

$4.00 Pre-Sale
On sale at Stud~nt Center room 215

JANUARY2-7

n

Cost: $215.00
Includes:
Transportation
Lodging
Lift Tickets
Hat, Shirt
Beer
&MuchMore

hOE

Snowshoe, West Virginia

Kick -Off Party
October 19

Find 9ut more

CALENDAR
SC Movie

Gandhi
8:30pmSCA

9

3

11

13

HOT ·ISSUES
8:30 SCA

Gandhi
8:30SCA

Cinema Pub
Patton

16
SC Movie
Annie
8:30SCA

14
SC Movie
Annie
8:30SCA

SC Movie

17 .

19

18

SC Movie
Deer Hunter
I

II.

UCF Football vs
Bethune
Cookman Coll.
7:30 pm T-Bowl

Southern
Ballet

8:00SCA
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Sports week
Sports
view

,

looks tough

Knights ready for
Wildcat challenge

by
Lee Lerner
Sports editor

Mayor's cup
rivalry heating
With the aid of some pregame hype, tomorrow night's
intrastate battle between
UCF and Bethun~Cookman
College is quickly becoming a
rivalry to be reckoned with.
While this is only the third
meeting between the two
schools, Bethune winning the
first two, a generous amount
of media play on the rivalry
between the schools has been
flowing.
Knight head coach Lou
Saban respects the talents of
the Division I-AA Wildcats but
wants to bring the silver mayor's
cup to Orlando this .week.
Rivalry, page 27

Bet~une

Pam Glmson/Future

UCF safety Darin Culpepper is helped off the field last week
after suffering a knee inj_ury. Tests revealed tom ligaments ..

UCF's Knights (3-2), buoyed by a 20-0 shutout victory last
week but_battered by injuries, will attempt to patch together
their first win ever over a Division 1-AA team when they play intrastate rival Bethune-Cookman College (1-2) Saturday night at
the Tangerine Bowl.
Coach Lou Saban is impressed with the Wildcats, coached by
former Miami Dolphin Larry Little, despite their record.
''They haye a very talented football team. If they have a good
game they could be an exceptional football team. I hope it's not
against us," Saban said. "(Quarterback Bernard) Hawk can
throw. He can riddle the defense.''
Last week Hawk completed 26 of 50 passes for 416 yards in a
losing effort against Delaware State, 23-16.
UCF lost the services of safety Darin Culpepper for the season
last week when he tore the ligaments in his knee against Valdosta
State.
"Culpepper was a big loss. We have to try a brand new man,"
Saban said.
·
Culpepper joins defen~ive back Jerry Nemethy (knee), linebackers Glenn Whelpley (knee) and Frank Foley (knee), running
back Terrence Bonner (knee), offensive lineman Rusty Watson
B-CC, page 27

Men's soccer hopes.to
keep Stetson guessing
The UCF men's soccer team
will open up a four game home
st.and with Stetson University today at 3:30pm at St. Clair Field.
Against the Hatters in the
past, the Knights are a perfect
6-0. ;Last year UCF defeated
Stetson in DeLand by a final of
4-0. The Hatters have scored
, only one goal against UCF in
the previous six meetings.
That lone goal occurred in the
first meeting in 1975. Meanwhile the Knights have shut .
out the Hatters five times.
Senior Rony Francois leads ·
the Knights in scoring with 10
goals in eight games. Francois,
an All-American selection last
year, added his name to .the
record books by tying the UCF
individual record for most
Pam Gimson /Future
goals in one game. Against
Knights' Mllce Blanchar goes way up to head one in action last week against Eckerd College. Eckerd College this · past
weekend. Francois connected
UCF's Rony Francois scored five goals in the contest a~ the Knights whipped Eckerd, 6-2.

Q&A
Future sports

Pam Gimson/Future

Ryerson talks frankly
about Knight football

ed forever. I didn't play my
junior year. And then my
senior year, I had been playScott Ryerson, a 6 foot-1- ing soccer for eight years, and
inch, 210 pound placekicker (football) coach (Bill) Whitfor the Knights, has been the tington asked me if I · would
team's leading scorer for the kick for them. I said yes. I
past two seasons. He was a had never kicked a football
third-team All-American pick before. So I went out and
in 1981 and is undoubtedly kicked the ball. The whole
UCF's top pro prospect this year all I did was kick off. I
year. He holds the Tangerine never did try a field goal.
Bowl record for the longest That was that. I met Bugsy
field goal (54 yards) set in Engleberg, who was my coach
1981 against Nicholls State. who was coaching out here,
Ryerson talked to Future and he tried to get me to go to
sports staffer Creig Ewing.
some other schools. They only
How did you get started offered me a half scholarship
kicking?
and I couldn't afford the rest.
I played linebacker and He was UCF's special teams
guard at Boone (High School). coach at the time so I decided
The spring of my sophomore to come out here.
year I cracked a vertebra and
So your came to UCF with
the doctor told me I could no experience·at all at kicking
play, but if I got hit in a cer- field goals?
tain spot I would be paralyzRyerson, page 24
by Creig Ewing

UCF place kicker Scott Ryerson boots an extra point in a game earlier this season against North
Alabama. Ryerson holds the Tangerine Bowl record for the longest field goal with a 54 yarder in 1981.

for five goals which equaled the
pr.evious record set by Randy
DeSIµeld in 1978 and 1979.
DeShield set his record tying
mark against Stetson in 1979.
On Oct 9, the Knights will
look to extend their perfect 2-0
Sunshine State Conference
record as they host Florida
Southern. Last year the
Knights rec_orded a 2-0 sP,utout
over the Moes in · Lakeland.
UCF leads the series 3-0.
"I think the team is starting
to gel," said head coach Jim
Rudy. ''After playing some
very tough matches in the first
half of the season the guys are
still looking hungry and are not
taking anyone for granted."
Looking down the road, the
Knights will host Mercer
University on Saturday, Oct
15 and then Atlantic Christian
College on Monday, Oct. 17.
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Woods finds

college ball
-tough game

'Jhe tluuaf ffmage

by Stephen Salnelson
Special to the Future

Located in the
University Square
Shopping Center
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10°/o Discount W/UCF l.D. (
7430 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fla.671-9916
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David Woods handles the football in practice.

Electrical Engineering
Computer Science
Business Administration (JVl.B.A.J
Students & Facult;y

Come Meet
Jack Davis,
Senior Vice President/
Sector Executive of
Harris Corporation ·
Information Systems Sector
· As Senior Vice President and Sector Executive of the Fortune 200 Harris Corporation,
Information Systems Sector, Mr. Davis is responsible for the company's thrust into the
integrated Information Processing Systems marketplace. Mr. Davis began his career
with Harris in 1962 as an Engineer and progressed through various engineering and
engineering management activities to his current position. Mr. Davis is a member of
the President's Board of Advisors at the University of Centra! Florida.
Mr. Davis will host an Open House on Monday, October 10th, from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00
p.m. at Johnny's Pizza Place, 4908 Lake Underhill Road. Engineering, Computer
Science and Business Administration students are cordially invited to
attend. Refreshments will be served. Don't ml!)~ this opµurtunity to per!:.onally discuss
careers in the dynamic high-technology electronics environment of Harris
Corporation. On campus interviews will be held on Tuesday, October 11th.
·
Arrangements can be made at the Placement Offic~.

Freshman wide receiver
David Woods has found stiff
competition i~ the college
ranks at UCF. The former
Orlando Boone High School
student had to make the difficult adjustment from high
school standout to college
reserve.
"More of you is expected
here. There is more pressure
on you,'' said Woods of college practices. At Boone,
Woods had few, if any, competitors. Last year he broke
all of his school receiving
records with 4 7 passes, 863
yards, and 10 touchdowns,
and led Central Florida preps
in overall receiving statistics.
But even with this kind of
past he st.ill finds himself as
just one ·n the crowd for the
Knights.
Currently two seniors and
three freshmen receivers rank
above Woods. .
Woods said his . major
drawback is his lack of speed;
he said he rarely drops a pass,
but admits he is slow on his
patterns. ''The patterns are
not harder, it is just that
Coach (Lou) Saban is looking
for receivers with speed,"
Woods said.
·
Woods signed a one-year
scholarship ·to UCF last spring, before Saban's arrival.
According to Woods, practice is more specialized in college. He primarily works with
'the other receivers and usual. ly only goes to full contact
once a week. However; in high
school he said he had to go
through more general drills,
such as tackling drills with
full contact almost every day.
At UCF, Woods has had to
learn how to block down field,
a task seldom requested of
him at Boone. He has also had
to adjust to the velocity. of
UCF' s
quarterbacks;
"Quarterbacks throw a lot
harder here,'' he said.
Although Woods wants
badly to play this year, he
wasn't even chosen for the
road team. He suspected as
much because of his faster
competitors, but said he is
still optimistic about getting
his chance to show his skills.
On a football team with
almost 75 percent freshmen,
Woods feels he has a good
chance in earning a starting
position by his junior year.

HARRIS CORPORATION TODAY:·
Harris Corporation is at the leading edge of an exciting new era in the Information
Technology industry. Over the past 20 years we have developed an extensive line of
information processing and communication products which generate worldwide
annual sales of more than $1.4 billion. Harris is the largest electronics company
headquartered in the southeast U.S., employing 22,000 people in 35 plants worldwtde.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V.
·

s

Right now Prott·scam. Catholic.
and Jl'wish relief and
dt'Velopmt•nt agencies an'
working rogl'th ·r ll) giw new
life ro a hun<Jry world
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Knights nail homecoming victory over Valdosta
by Roger Simmons
Future sports

A change in defensive
strategy helped head coach
Lou Saban and his Knights
deliver a Homecoming victory in last week's 20-0 rout
of Valdosta State. It was the
first time UCF has shutout an
opponent since 1981.
Saban said the ide? to
switch the defense from a 5-2
to a 4-3 came to him at about
2 a.m. one morning during
game week. He made the
change after the Knights'
defense was left in shambles
following a 47-20 defeat by
North Alabama.
The Knights dominated the
first half both in defense anci
offense. Quarterback Dana
Thyhsen threw 11 completions in 19 tries for 132 yards.
Running back Elgin Davis led
the Knights at the half in
rushing with 59 yards including a 28 yard gain which
helped set up a field goal attempt by Scott Ryerson.
The Knights first score attempt came with 8:57 remaining in the first quarter. Ryer·
son missed a 37 yard attempt,
the first of two misses for the
night.

UCF bounced back with a
45 yard drive, capped off by a
one yard plunge into the endzone by Thyhsen.
The Knights drove 58 yards
to within a yard of a TD on
their next possession, but the
Blazers held UCF who had to
settle for an 18-yard Ryerson
field goal with 4:49 left in the
half.
A Davis break through on
the Blazers right side netted a
28 yard gain and helped put
the Knights back in scoring
position just before halftime.
A 37 yard field goal attempt
by Ryerson was· wide to the
right and the Knights went
into the locker room with a
10-0 lead.
While the Knights commanded the half, the Blazers
could only manage an occa-

sional spark.
Valdosta quarterback Doug
Hunter threw for only 31
yards in the half. The Blazers
leading rusher, Tracy Soles,
had a total of seven yards.
Valdosta was able to achieve
only two first downs in the entire first half.
On their second possession
of the third quarter,
Valdosta' s Soles fu:rp.bled and
Knight nose guard Doug
Meighen recovered on the
Blazer's 20-yard-line. After
stalling out at Valdosta's
three, Ryerson kicked a 30
yarder to extend UCF's lead
to 13-0.
When Valdosta got the ball
again, a Hunter hurl was intercepted at midfield by the
Knights Victor Riddle. The Knights. then marched

50 yards with Lorenza Rivers
taking the ball in from the
three, to end the night's scoring at 20-0 in the middle of
the fourth quarter.
The Knight's two previous
REOK£N SALON PRESCRIPTION

"The toughness of the last
two games helped us,'' he
said.
REDKEN SALON PRESCRJPTION

,

f

~ Azeem Hairstylillg

§
~

The Scientific Approa,ch to a Total Look
for Men and Women ... lncludes Hair Analysis-

~

~

OPEN ·
9-5 Tues.-Sat.
Thurs. eve.
by appt. only

t

'~
c..

~

i~-

PROFESSION.AL
Rl!SUME
DESIGN
Inter.view ski-lls & ma.rketing techniques

~

Cover letters for professional acceptance
Proficient typing & word processing services
Career assessment testing & interpretation
Economicai,prompt
& ouaranteed satisfaction
\ .

273-1313
~ ,K:0REDKEN

.!ltlandbi .
894-7726
(Q11sultants.1nc.1
.

trRurr.
··~\J

~
~

1

7213 Curry Ford. Rd-~
.
Orlando

~

~

2111E.MichiganAve.,Suite126,0rlando,FL32806
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defeats were beneficial to the
team, according to Saban.
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is pleased to announce
the appoint.m ent of
.
the Miller Representative for

The
UCF
women's
soccer team will play host to
some of the top w9men' s
amateur teams in the state this
weekend in the Tournament of
Champions.
The tournament will feature
a unique blend of women's soccer from all of Florida's respective leagues. The two-day
tournament will offer the Lady
Knights a final chance to
prepare for their premier UCF
Inv1tational Tournament on
Oct. 15-16. The Invitational
will also be the final varsity
match for the Lady Knights
during the regular season.
"I think
the Central
Florida community will have a
chance to see some outstanding ·women's soccer competition with our upcoming
tournaments during October,"
· said coach Jim Rudy.

· - U..C.F.

CARL
McKNIGHT
For more information phone .

282-4233
Call your Miller Campus representative to find
out what important services: equipment7 ideas
and fine products we h?Ve to help make your
party or event a very successful one.

AUTO WORRIES?

Mitten's Auto Service & Lamar's Auto ToMng
and Mitten's·Auto Body
139 North Central Ave.
Oviedo 365-7839
Behind Fina Station
'Complete auto and light truck repairs
(All work fully guarnteed)
Quality parts used
=.::tt.
Q)

{)

..c 0

.2 E

·- 0

~I

Alafaya

IMitten'sl

ILamar'sl

Fina
Oviedo

l

ION ~REDKE.NSALON PR.ESCRJPllON -wREOKENSALONP~

Miller Hig Life·

Lady Knights
set for tourney

~

201 W. Mitchell Hamock Rd., Oviedo
365-7418
.
e Co~plete towing service and storage
• 24 hour sevice - "Ya'll cal.I we haul"
•Complete paint and body work
•No job to small, free estimates
•Willing to work with insurance companys
Estimates
e .C ustom paint work, tota! restorations
and much morel Stop in and talk with us
about your car's needs
Just a few minutes from campus
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Ryerson--------------------------;._______________ frompage21
Yes.
You 're one of the few
players that have been at
UCF under all three coaches.
How are things different this
year?
It's like night and day. We
finally got a real experienced
coaching staff. They are guys
we can look up to and respect,
which we haven't really had
in the past. The coac~es were
like one of the boys. The
school has finally decided to
make a commitment to the
football program. We finally
got a new locker room. We
don't have to dress ~traddling
toilets down · in the baseball

What are some are the prothat Lou Saban is coach?
The first three years I blems a placekicker would
played, I worked. I still do, have making the pros? ·
You get a couple of tryouts
but I had to take a leave of
absence. I wait tables at Chi and you have to be consistent.
Chi's at night. Because I They are going to know you
didn't get any scholarship have a strong leg jus·t by lookmoney I had to come out a ing at you. Consistency is the
half hour or 45 minutes before main thing they're looking
everybody else and I'd kick · for.
Your longest kick in a game
for an hour-and-a-half then I'd
leave to go to work. A lot of was 54 yards, a Tangerine
the guys gave me a lot of crap Bowl record. What was your
about it, but I had to support longest kick in practice?
Last year before the
myself somehow. This year
Coc~ch Saban pretty much Eastern Kentucky game I
told me either you work or kicked a 70-yarder.
Are you nervous on the
you play football. I'm staying
out there for the whole prac- sidelinf!S when you know you
have to come in and kick?
tice.
You 're one of the Knights' · I guess I'm nervous until I
best pro prospects. Have any have my first kick whether
teams shown any interest~
it's a kickoff an extra point or
Bugsy, my coach, is vice a field goal. That's always the
president of the (Tampa Bay) toughest one for me. One
Bandits in charge of player thing the kicker has to worry
personnel. He's been in my about is they can't get fired
ear since the Bandits started. up and go crazy like a defenWhether I get a chance over . sive player can. They have to
there I don't know. Other be in control of their mind and
than that nobody has talked know what's going on and
really concentrate. The whole
to me.

complex. .They bought us
jockstraps this year which
sounds stupid but we got
jockstraps, practice shorts,
practice shirts, socks, all that
stuff. It's just a big change. A
big thing with the playe~s has
been that we finally have
some team pride. And I think
we have something to be proud of too. I'm proud to say I
play for UCF just because of
the strides we've inade.
There was an article in the
Orlando Sentinel a couple of
years ago saying how you
would .come out and just kick
aT'J-d then leave practice early.
Are things still like that now

V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attomey
Personal Injury and Wrongful Death
Defective Product Injuries ·
Criminal Law
. Initial cQnsUltation
available without charge
16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342

SilverBullet Refused Entry to Daytona 500 .
. Threatens Lawsuitr
·
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thing is in concentration. If
you don't have that, you're
history. When I got out there,
there is nothing around me.
It's just me and the tee and
the football. I don't think of
anything . else. I can't hear
anything else and I don't see
anything else.
What does Saban say to
you when you miss a field
goal?
He met me halfway off the
field after the one just before
hal~time this past Saturday
and had a few choice words
for me. I should expect that.
A 37-yard field goal ·should
really be a chip-shot. I never
had anybody really jump on
me in the past and that needs
to be there. It may be a little
added pressure. It's in the
back of ·your mind to make
· you work that much harder
and try that much harder. He
always has something to say.
Not if I make it though.
After the last game against
Valdosta . State, Saban said
you must have been thinking
about being Homecoming
king when you missed those
two 37-yard field goal at~
tempts.
He kidded me about that
yesterday. I didn't think
about it the whole game. I
wasn't even thinking about it
at halftime. I was thinking
about the two field goals I
missed and I really didn't
want to be out there. It was
an honor for me .to be on the
court and I was pleased at
that. It wasn't really in my
mind at all.
Why do you wear such large
shoulder pads for.a kicker?
A lot of people ask me that. ·
When I played at Boone my
senior year they didn't have
any small shoulder pads and I
guess I'm kind of big to be a
kicker anyway and I just
didn't feel right in little teeny
pads. Even my senior year at
Boone I kicked with a full
cage facemask on. It's never
bothered me. A lot of kickers
think that if you wear all the
pads it's going to get in the
way, but it doesn't bother me
at all. Not only that but one
thing I mis~ . about not playing linebacker and guard is I ·
don't get to hit. So if I get a
chance to smack somebody on
the kickoff I do it.
How do you feel about the
future of the team.
I feel lucky that I had at
least one· year under Saban.
This team is going to be
awesome in two years. The
coaching staff is going to
make these guys into a hell of
a bunch of football players .
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Knight volleyball continues
dominance.over Rollins Tars
by Scott Gunnerson
Future sports

The
UCF
women's
volleyball team opened its
Sunshine State Conference
schedule Tuesday
by
defeating Rollins College at
home three games to one.
This was the third meeting
between the two teams this
season, but the previous tournaments did not count toward
conference standings. UCF
has won all three matches.
At first it looked like the
No. 5 ranked (NCAA-Division
II Southern Region) Tars
were going to run away with
the match after they won the
first game 15-10. "Because
one of my starters was injured, I had to start my second string freshman (Patti
Stevenson) who does not have
a lot of experience with the
type of plays we run,'' Coach
Lyn King said.
In the second game UCF
made its move on the Tars,
winning 15-12. After taking
the third game, 15-8, it took
UCF eight match points to
win the match.

Last weekend UCF's
women's volleyball team suf·
f ered their first losses of the
season when they traveled to

Lakeland to play in a Florida sideline her for the rest of the
·southern Tournament. After season. Patti St~venson will
winning the first match on replace Chwalik, according to
King.
.
Friday again_st West Georgia,
On Saturday, UCF won
UCF dropped thtee in a row three out of four matches, los·
to Florida Southern, Tampa ing to tournament champion
and Florida International Jacksonville University. The
University.
UCF wins came against
A knee injury to six-foot, Jacksonville State, Troy
junior Cindy Chwalik may State and Rollins.

"You really haven't tasted ltalian·Food until y~u

......
-·-

'ii:;;JI --.. -

... -r.,.1oc..o..ToCW.

try~

~

10% Discount With UCF ID
Sread Baked on Premise~_

.WHY PAY
EXTRA TO A MIDDLEMAN?
GO DIRECT TO THE
SPECIALIST WHO DOES THE WORK.

IUllllli1
RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

NEW RADIATORS,
REBUILT RADIATORS,
HEATERS & WATER PUMPS
CLEAN & REPAIR RADIATORS &
GAS TANKS
10662 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando
275-9327

Class Starts

27th
Nov · 9th
Nov 16th
Gl\'IAT- Dec 12th
Oct

2300 N. Park Ave
Maitland
644-9327

630 Clifton St
Pine Hills
291-93~~ -

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center

..

We re~erve the right to cancel any class for
which there Is lnsuftlcJent enrollment
Call for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

.678-8400
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Daddy's Money:
A Townhome For You and
-TaxWrite OffForDad
CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE
ATOWNHOMECOMMUNITY

Nicer than a dorm at less cost .
Come See Wha·t ·
You Get: ·
• 2 Br. 2~ 8th. Townhome
• 991 Square Feet
· e Microwave • Clothes Washer & Dryer
•Refrigerator·
•Oven
.e Dishwasher
•Drapes

SECOND FLOOR PLAN Adequate space for two single beds or one double bed and both
Master Suites are designed for separate use of bath, toilet and vanity.

.Over $5,000 first year
wrlte~off for Dad. Bring
him by for all the details.
FIRST FLOOR PLAN Suggested furniture layout shows functional use of space and illustrates ·
Furniture layouts are Design Consultant's suggestions only. Other
than specified appliances, the units will not be furnished.
-

workabl~ traffic pattern.

University Blvd.
1m1.

Combridge Circle

>

a·

U~F

1a

~.
SRSO

-Call (305) 273-099Q ·

Rentals- Jan
Investment- John or Dave

Buy·or R~nt N.~\V
New Units Available Immediatley

I

~QOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOIOOO•ooooaoaaooaooooaooooooooooot.

fl
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e e e e e
The UCF water ski team for
the first time in its history
has · qualified for the Nationals Tournament to be held
Oct. 15-16 in Monroe, Louisiana.
This will be the first time
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Sports Briefs

Rollins College will not par- won the privelege to ski for the~
ticipate in this event. The National title. Besides UCF,
Knights rolled over the Tars Florida Southern also
this past weekend at the team qualified.
trials in Groveland, Fla.
There were eight teams that
The UCF men's golf team
skied and only two of them won the Stetson Fall Inter-

collegiate Tournament last
weekend. The men's record is
now at 21-1.

run, Charlie Dugan, 30, of
Tampa Bay finished first with
a time of 14:40. Leading th~

•••

• •••

women was 13-year-old Stacy
In last week's "Threshold Dolly of New Smyrna with a ·
run for the kids" 5,000 meter time of 17:49.

B-CC------------frompage21

Tim Barto/Future

The winning slogan.

Rivalry-hompage21
"We're pleased to have
those three wins and we hope
to get number four on Saturday. We know its going to be
a great battle,,' Saban said.
· This year's contest has an
extra· speCial touch because
former Miami Dolphin star
Larry Little is now coaching
the Wildcats. Little is serious
about the rivalry and has
worked against Saban before
on the pro level.
''I do feel this is going to be
a great rivalry. I'm looking
for a tough game on Saturday
night," Little said. "Lou's a
tough coach."
Saban and the Knights'
defense will have their work
cut out for them against
B-CC' s quarterback Bernard
Hawk. Last week against
Delaware State, Hawk threw
26 completions for 416
y.ards ... Knight defense put on
quite an exhibition last week
shutting down the Blazers offense. UCF defensive tackle
Darrell Rudd led the call to
arms by instituting the
"Let's Die Together" sticker
on the back of the helmets to
show team unity. What's in
store for tomorrow night's
clash? ... CBS will be showing
a filmed segment on Saban
and Little tomorrow afternoon between halves of one of
its featured college games.

(ankle), on the injured list. Preston Roberts (bruised chest) is
doubtful and punter and tight end Glenn McCombs (broken
hand) may see some action punting.
"The freshmen are getting better each game. That doesn't
mean we still don't have a long way to go. We're still going to
have to patch up and play hard," Saban said.
Knightnotes: Last week the Knights sported uLet's Die
Together" decals on the backs of their helmets, _inspired .by
noseguard-turned-linebacker Darrell Rudd, who said the team
needed to.realize that they had to come together to win.
Rudd's kamikaze play was a big factor in the Knight's shutout
of Valdosta State. He led the team with 15 tackles and is looking
forward to tangling with the Wildcats.
''I want them bad,'' he said.
Dana Thyhsen continues sett4ig records. He is now UCF's alltime leading passer with 2,077 yards, passing Mike Cullison's
record of 1,949. Thyhsen also needs only one more TD pass to tie
the single season record of 10 also held by Cullison.
Lorenza Rivers, who had his best game as a Knight against
Valdosta State with 68 yards on 17 carries, chalked it up to
Saban's change from a pro set to the I formation. "The I formation is my bread and butter," said Rivers before proceeding to
thank every offensive player on the team.

We've designed our whole
company around what you need,
temporary I part-time
employment.
Earn while you learn,
work where and
wt:len you want.
Call
For more
Info
Marketing
857-9110
Orlando
855-8118
Winter Park
647-8118
Data Entry
647-7118

~-----·

•Accounting ·
~clerical

•Data Entry .
•Market
R~seafch

•Secretarial
~Word

Processing

l\orrell
SERVICES, INC.

KNIGHTOUT PUB
.

.

·----------------------------: 25¢ Draft
COUPON
.

I

I

$1 off any

pitcher

:
I

2-4

.

: Mon.-·Fri.
I
I
I

I

L---------------------------~

SATURDAYANDSUNDAYONLY.

HAPPY HOUR

4-8

5·0¢ GLASS

$3.00 PITCHER

Sigma Alpha

£ psilon

·FRA-TERNIT Y
Wishes to thank Delta Delta Delta Sorority for a
successful cooperative effort during
Homecoming 83

IAE

First Place Parade Float

Congratulations To:
Zeta Tau Alpha FirstPlace Sorority Division
Kappa Sigma First Place Small Group Division
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STARTERS

'

a

d·
.,.•·

LIST
PRICE

~ ::CHANGE
WITH

LOW AS

17"

LIST
PRICE
WITH
EXCHANGE

DUPREE

ELECTRIC

~iii•~--149

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICES

SAVE 7

BATTERY CABLES

-~

~•

WD40

.oo·.

STORE HOURS
Sunday lo Sunday
8:00am lo 9·00pm
621.0 S Orange Blossom Trail - 859-6171
541(1 Silver Star Road-298-8230
Sunday to Sunday
· •.
7·00am lo 11 ·00pm
3098 Aloma Avenue -677-5488
87 Curry Ford Road - 282-0572

SAVE 90e

PRICES GOOD THRU OCTOBER 11
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f'LORIDA TECH OPENS
PROJECTED

ENROLLMENT

EXPECTED

Dr. Charles N. Millican, FTU President, explains
the 9tory of the university seal during Sunday's
open house. With the President are Martha We lty ,
Bruce Hamilton, Sharol Roberts and Sh e lby Pr i nce.
~

·-

I/

, Strive_For Excellence
The following are
excerpts taken from the
prepared remarks to be
delivered today by Chester Ferguson, chairman
of the Florida State
of Regents, at
the dedication of FTU:
"The founding and
growth of a university
where there has been
none before can be very
moving~
Men and women
who have never known
opportunity ·come to see
the university as a symbol of hope. They see
clearly that a new university represents the
door they could never
enter now opened to
their children.
"For many of you
in this audience, Florida Technological University represents the
fulfillment of aspirations that a great center of learning be located in your midst. From
t h i s univ ersity will
emer ge t r ai ned and e ducated young men a nd women to lead this region
and the sta t e of Florida
into new oaths o f progress in the years a head .
"The activity which
will be generated by the
opening of this new university may be less draB~ard

matic than t l1e l a unching
of a space ve0ic l e a t
Cape Ke nned y , but its
impact upon t h e lives of
the people of t his s e~ 
tion wi l l b e i mm easurable and it s dura t i on
will b e not nn lv f or [h e
peopl e o f l h l ~ ge neration but fo r a l l g ener ations t o come :·
Th e c. lur ter st ud ent
bod y , fac u lt. y .3.nd admi nistrat i on, a~ we ll a s
hundred H 1) f ar ea a 11d
state l eaders , were expect ed to a tt e nd th e dedicat inn ('. e r emonies.

BE

MET

FLORlllli TLC HNOLOGI CAL UNIVERSITY held its formal
ded i cation ceremo u i es this morning, with t h e charter
stud en t enr olLnen t expe cted easily to reach t he projec t ed first-ye<l r f ig ur e of 1,500.
tied i cati on of FTU,
Mor e than $ 10 milthe state ' s n ewest unil
i
on
in bu ildings were
vers it y , was scheduled
completed in time for
· to take place at 9 a .m.
today's opening, and
behind. the Li br ary-Learthese represent only aning . Resour c es building.
bout one-fifth of the
total plan for the
Chest er Fer guson,
school.
which is exchairman of th e Florida
State Board of Regents~
pected to enroll 15,000
was to make the major
students within ten
address. Orlando's Dr.
years.
Louis Murray, also a
The completed
member of the Bnar rl of
structures include the
Regents, was to serve
five-story Libra~y
a s master of ceremonLearning Resources builies .
ding which also houses
Ferguson , i n rethe administration, famarks repor t ed i n mor e
culty and a computer
detail elsewh e re, said
center; a three-story
in his prepared tex t
science building which
the opening of FTU would
has an adjoining audihave irruneasurable i mtorium seating 300; the
pact on the lives of
village center; and the
the pe opl e of the cenuniversity's central
tral Florid a area "not
utility plant . . Two of
onl y for th i s generathe four residence halls
tion but for a ll gener11
are
completed.
ations to come. •
Plans call for the
Yesterday an open
university
to expand to
hous e was held at FTU
from 2-5 p .m. Pr e sia full four-y~ar unident Charles N. Milliversity
next year with
can and his facult y and
baccalaureate degrees
staff showed the public
offered in most areas.
the first phase of the
1227-acre rAmn11c:::

Transit
Schedule

NEED an ELECTIVE

Jo.m the fTO(:horo~
· s1113 your ~ to acred1f
MOS l07

TO

FIGURES

T-Th

. 3 -3 so

Th e Id ~11 - 1 1ressur e s a lesmanship dis p J a ye d by mus i c rr 0 f tH;so r Dr. J . 1..' 0!1 Sar aka tsa n n.is during regi s t r a Li o n l ~ st w ek led on e competing profe s s or
t o commt: n t : " B"' tmre of Greeks bearing gifts ."

The Orlando Transit Company will be
providing bus service
to the campus.
·
- Euses will depart
from the terminal at Central and Pine streets,
i n downtown Orlando.
The first bus will
leave at 7:15 a.m., followed by another at 11:
15 a .m. and one at 4:15
p. m.
Servic e f rom campus
b eg ins a t 7:5 0 a.m. Two
mor e buses will leave
at 11:55 a.m. and 4:55
p.m.
Fare one-way will
be 35¢.
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School
THE

.PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE
WELCOME FTU STUDENTS ••.
We are delighted that you are here, for today,
the opening of the University,"is the fulfillment
of the dream of many people--the citizens of Central Florida, the Legislature, the Florida Board
of Regents, and the faculty and staff of Florida
Technological University.
.
Now~ with ycur help, we can pursue the twin
tenets of our University's basic philosophy: Accent on the .I ndividual and Accent on Excellence.
We believe in the · individual worth of the person,
and at FTU his character and intellect wili be given an ·opportunity for development of their fullest potential. At the same time it is expected
that every person at the University (faculty,
;aff, and students) will reach for excellence
in all his endeavors, each person striving to do
his best with whatever abilities· he possesses.
As members of the charter class, you will
help establish the traditions and the reputation
of an entirely new university. An opportunity
and a responsibility such as this comes to only
a 'few, but by working together we can make this
a great University, one of which we can be proud.
Th~t is our challenge--our star to reach!

~J...lc~,~·~·~~
Charles N. Millican

EDITORIAL

Strive To Excel
Welcome to the newest Florida State Universi- ·
ty, Flo~ida Technological University. Each person
at Florida Tech is facing a new beginning--whether
h~ is a freshman. or junior student, a night student, a te~cher, or a~ administrator. Each person has as a duty to himself to excel. Florida
Tech's goal is to place the accent on the individual and on excellence.
·
The present class of students are the decision makers. You will form the customs and traditions that will one day be a major part of the
school. It is up to you·, as an individual and
as a student at Florida Tech to excel in. whatever
you attempt. Make studying the most important aspect of college but don't neglect the extra-curricular activities. Participate in the organization of student government, start and join service clubs, join the yearbook staff or the newspaper staff • . Don't' be afraid to involve yourself
in activities other than studying. Every student
has not only the opportunity but the responsibility to make this university the. best in Florida.
To make Florida Tech the best university,

.

each student will have to do his or her part.
Each student can do this by facing problems and
difficult situations with enthusiasm and determination. Put your best foot forward and strive to
excel.

Seal
Explained
Pegasus, the winged horse from Greek mythology, flying ever upward towards the stars.
This -is the focal point
of the Florida Technological University seal.
In Greek mythology, Pegasus was captured by the hero Bellerephon. He rode the
winged horse into battle and after winning
he tried to fly Peggsus
to .heaven. Bellerephon
was unseated and killed,
but Pegasus continued, .
ever onward. , His fligh~
is said to be depicted
as a constellation in
the sky.
From Pegasus' flight comes the challenge
'reach for the stars.'
The Pegasus design was
chosen because of all

the various seal designs
considered during .the .
past few years, Pegasus
was the only one that
so completely spans the
centuries; it is at least
as old as Asia Minor itself, from which the
myth of Pegasus is believed to have originated; as futuristic as
tomorrow's space tech-·
nology. ·
This generation has
a rendezvous with space
and the stars. We must
set our course and move
forward. What makes a
man try for the impossible? It's a touch
of the divine in every
one of us. Therefore,
our choice of Pegasus
was in keeping with this
goal.

Editorial Policy
Many comments may
be made about this first issue of the university newspaper--but remember, it is only a
start. Equipment and
help h.a ve been in short
supply. Hopefully these
problems soon will be
overcome.
And one should not
forget that most universiti~s. even those with
established newspapers
and trained staffs, wait
several weeks before attempting to publish at
the beginning of a·schoo~
year.
The handicaps have
been great and matters
may not improve. Funds
are scarce. We trust
our readers
will. bear
.
.
this in mind as we try
to publish a newspaper
which will serve the

needs of all the areas
of the university--the
students, the faculty,
and the administration.•
And.now we ask your
help. The .paper, at the .
moment $cheduled to appear in this format once
a week on a Thursday or
Friday, needs reporters,
photographers and copy
editors. Those interested should stop by
room 153 in the village
center.
We invite letters
to the editor. All shades of opinion are wel- ·
come. The newspape~, as
is customary, reserves
the right to edit these
letters and not to publish those considered
offensive or in bad
taste.
.
Our next issue will
appear either Oct. 17 or
18.

NAME THE NEWSPAPER

We need a name I .(We can't remain the FTU?11
forever.) Use this entry blank for your suggestion and drop it in any of the contest boxes located in the village center, the library or the science building. Contest closes October 14.
My entry is:
My name is: ----~-------------------------Address and
Telephone a

OCTOBER 7, 1968
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Activity

Well, at last we're
actually here! I was beginning to wonder if the
b~1ildings would eve 1:- be
ready, but indeed they
are. My name is GoodM
John the Good. I will be
writing this fountain of
knowledge cve~r week for
all you poor, unErnsper. ti ng students who are actually bothering to read it.
The column is called "The
Portable Prophet n and
will be answering and posing many q'.lestions. (I
can't promise the ri~ht
answers to the correct
questions, but there will
be both)
For this first issue,
{in which I was asked to
take 110 a lot of space)
I will write of the r.omplexities of the first
day of classes for the
freshman at a new university.
L lf !.~???

His name if Firnll.e
Toebergaden, and he comes from the booMinp, industrial town of Twoegg,
Florida. (Look it up,
it's near Pensacola) . His
day starts off quite normal. That. is to say for
some one on a new CanJ9US
for the first time with
5 minutes between classes it was normal. At any
rate, as soon as he a~ri
ved on campus (this was
after .he brought his car
without any parking permit on campus ·and had to
take it off and park it
in Union Park and walk
back) he went to lunch.
(Due to some scheduling
oversights he has solid
classes from 8:00 AM ~n
til 5:00
PM) Monday,
Wed>
•
.
nesday, and Friday. Upon
completlon of lunch, consisting of a lar~e salad
and a glass of water (how
many calls are there at
8:00 in the morning for
lunch???) Findle proceeded to his f lrst class,
General Golf I, which was
held in the Men's restroom on the third floor of
the Learning Resources
Center (that's the liorary, dummy!!). (The reason for the strange pl-

Thursday will be
Student Activity Day
at the village center.
Ken D. Lawson, director of the center,
and Mrs. Wanda Russell,
program director, will
be available throughout the day the discuss
with students their involvement in student
activities at FTU.
All students wishing to participate in
any way in the planning
ana execution of the
activities programs are
urged to stop at the
village center main .
desk, fill out an acti~

ace is the Profe3sor was
not well that day, sGraeting in the water,-1 should think) The class
went smoothly, it was cut
about 20 minutes short,
but that was an unfo~see
able incident, as the s ink drain fell off and
the water was stuck ~n.
Now; one would think this
would leave ou~ friend
with an extra twenty minutes, but he got in one
of the express elevators,
which went to . the fourth
floor and refused to move
another inch. The poor
disgruntled studen~ then
proceeded to the stairwell, which he remembered
as being at thP. SOllth-east corner of the bui lding.
He arrived at his appointed corner and began his
hike down the ro~d to freedom when he realized
that the door to the fourth floor closed with a
awfully resounding clunk,
indicating the bolt had
fallen in place, which it
had, locking hL~ in the
stairwell. However, not
one to panic, our h~ro
gaily skipped down the
four fll~ht~ of stairs
to the first floor door.
As he renched for the p11sh-type release on ·the door he silently chuckled
himself as he thought how
funny it wo~ld be if this
door were locked too. RA:
HA, bip: .iokeJ!!
·n !< ! YlT !

entire class ·was released by the Campus Police.
Now at last it was
time to go to the most
exciting class of the day,
Findles ~ Introductory Math class, held in the heating plant, on the SouthEast corner of campus.
Upon arrival he found his
professor, casually dressed and fiddling with th,..e
air-conditioning system.
"You wouldn't believe wh- .
at I have been through,
Doctor" the poor student
began, "from being washed out of my golf lesson
to arrested twice"
"Young man, I beiieve you are in the wrong
room" reto~ted the very
~onfused custodianl
nrsn't this Math
107?" Pleaded the disrought child.
"Nope, this is furnace number 268."
tt#*#* !l ! Could you tell
me where Math 107 is ·being held?"
"Sure, son - It's in
the stair-well of the Library Buildingtt

1

After only ~ hour of
pounding the · campus police picked Findle up for
attempting to dam..~age state property. The fine
was nominal, it was the
ink on his fingertips that
bothered him as he walked
to his next class (to which he was already late).
Upon arriv~l to the Science Lect·ure Auditorium
he found his class had been moved •• To the stairwell of the Learning Resources Building.
After a good 45 minutes of fingerprinting
f 1ne paying, and all the
other little things that
one must go through after being picked up the

*The story you have just
read is true, only the
names have been changed
to protect the guilty.
Findle Toebergaden was
sentenced to 50 years in
the Federal Pep. for attempted murder of FTU
Custodian number 48.*
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by Brant parker and Johnny hart
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Day Set
vities application, an4
find out details concerning the program.
An outline of the
many possibJ ,, areas of
participation will be
provided so that ·students may indicate
their particulat areas
of interest. Some of
these areas include recruitment of student
personnel, public relations for the entire
program, recreational
plann~ng (including
cards, games), fine
arts programming, and
planning various sucial and cultural activities.
For the immediate
future, the village center needs students to
plan its movie program,
dance program, music
listening program, a
bridge program, and an
open forum program.

NOTICE!
Enrollment is larger in some classes
than had been anticipated. This will result
in a temporary shortage
of text books for some
courses.
The book store has
issued emergency orders
for the classes involved, and students are
asked to be patient until the additional books
arrive.

Bookstore Opens
The FTU bookstore
has been described as
the largest. most mod~rn and complete books tore on a Florida campus.
The bookstore, located below the .lobby
in the Library-Learning
Resources Building,carries everything from
records by the Doors
to textbooks by Tolstoy.
Included among the
items for sale in addition to books are
such things as writing supplies with the
Univer's ity Seal, cosmetics, beauty needs,
cards, stuffed animals,
tennis shoes, banners,
cameras, and . English
and foreign language
dictionaires.
The books.tore
opens at 8:30 a.m.
and closes at 5 -p.m.
Special hours will
be arranged for night
students.
With .proper identification, the bookstore wiil cash checks
for up to $50. Students· wishing to returd
books or supplies must
have the proper cash
register receipts.
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Activity
Calendar
Monday, October 7
Music Listening Program all week at village center; Convocation, 9-10 a.m.; Circle "K" club
meets 7:15-9:30 p.m., multi-purpose room of village center.
Tuesday, October 8
Campus Fashion Show, 11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., village
center.
Wednesday, October 9 .
"Howdy" Week cqffee hour, 2-4 p.m., multi-purpose room, village center.
Thursday, October 10
Student Activity Day, all day, main desk, village center.
Friday, October 11
Movie "4RABESQUE," 8--10 p. m_. , science auditorium; Dance, fre_~ admission, village center,8: 30-12: 30, featuring "THE BARONS" and "CUSTER'S LAST BAND."
Saturday, October 12
Movie "ARABESQUE," 8-10 p.m., science 107, admission 50¢. ·
Friday, October 18
Movie "TOBRUK," 8-10 p.m., science 107, admission 50¢.
Saturday, October 19
Movie "TOBRUK," 8-10 p.m., science 107; admis- sion 50¢.
University-wide events may be listed on this calendar by contacting the village center main desk275-2633.

Library Ready
For Student · Use
Students beginning
classes today will find
the library stocked
with more than 51,000
volumes and plans are
to add about 50,000
more yearly for the
next several years.
All volumes are
on open shelves to allow students and faculty to browse at leisure.
Students and f aculty using the libraryJs
facilities must ~e able
to present proper identification.
All books and materials from the circulating collection can
be borrowed for a twoweek period. They may
be renewed for another
two weeks unless needed
by another borrower.
Only one reserve
book may be checked out
at a t·ime. These books
are marked with a red
tape on the spine.
Reserve books, as
well as periodicals
and reference books,
do not circulate outside the library.
Overdue books will
be assessed at a . rate
of 25¢ a day. Reserve
books which are overdue will be assessed at
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50¢ an hour. A lost
book will cost the replacement
of the
book plus a $3 handling
charge.
Loss of loan privileges and the withholding of grades may
result if a student fails
to clear up a delinquent account.
The library hours
will be from B a.m. to
9 p.m. Monday through
Friday; 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Saturday and
2 p.m. to 9 p.m. on
Sunday. Fifteen minutes before closing
time a blinking of the
lights will advise readers to ~repare to leave.

Andy Capp

Intramural Sports Set
Intramural sports
will be offered beginning this quarter. The
activities will vary
from highly competitive
.to non-competitive, recreational activities.
Men will be off ered flag football and
cross country for the
first quarter; basketball, volleyball and
table tennis in .the

Students interested in participating in
intramurals should contact Dr. R. A. Rothberg,
Coordinator of Intramurals, in room 334 of
the library. Further
addition of sports on
this program will be
largely determined by
student interest in the
intramural program.
Persons are also needed
to officiate.

Physical education facilities are now under
construction at FTU. Plans call for football
and soccer fields, a heated swimming pool,
four handball courts, four softball diamonds
and an outdoor education area.
second quarter; and
softball, track and
field, and tennis in
the third quarter.
In the first quarter women will be
offered volleyball and
tennis; softball and
tennis in the second
quarter; and basketball
and track and field in
the third quarter.

CIRCLE'K'
FORMED
The Circle K, the
only organized club now
on campus, will hold a
"Blast Off" meeting tonight at 7:15 in the
multi-purpose room of
the village center.
Students attending th'e
meeting will be shown a
film outlining the objectives of the club.
Membership is open
to male students of
"good character and scholastic standing" who are
officially enrolled in
FTU. The club is sponsored by the East Orlando Kiwanis.

Physical education
facilities at FTU are
presently being built
on campus with a long
range view toward the .
future.
The present f acilities include 32 instructional golf ~ta
tions and two golf
greens. These courses
are stationed south of
the village center and
next to the football
and soccer fields. The
stations include 32 driving mats with astro- ·
turf for iron play and
rubbers tees for use
with wood shots. The
football and soccer
fields will be used as
a driving range during
class hotJ.rs.
Golf clubs and
balls are available for
use by students and faculty outside of class
time.
Also under construction is a tennis
court facility. There
are expected to be six
useable courts by the
summer of 1969. Three
of these are now being
built.

